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Chapter 1

Introduction
Packet/cell switched data networks are increasingly being utilized to carry multimedia trafc (e.g., video and voice). This trend is expected to continue with the deployment on a
widespread scale of high-speed networking technology, such as ATM [46]. The new networking technology is intended to fully support both real-time (or time-sensitive) trac such as
interactive multimedia sessions and non-real-time trac such as bulk le transfers. Transport of multimedia sessions requires the network to provide certain \Quality of Service"
(QoS) guarantees to users. Typical QoS measures include bounds on latency of information
transfer and information loss rate. Whenever a user requests service, the QoS guarantees
calculated by the network can be compared with the QoS levels desired in order to decide
whether the user can be admitted and receive the requested level of service. Once admitted,
each user can expect to receive the level of service speci ed. For instance, such an approach
ensures that a user participating in a video teleconference does not temporarily lose his
picture whenever a large le is downloaded in another part of the network.
The two main types of networks existing at present are circuit-switched networks and
packet-switched networks. The main advantage of circuit-switched networks such as telephone networks is the assured performance. As an example, when a user picks up the
telephone, a certain level of voice quality can be expected. The main advantage of packetswitched data networks on the other hand is their eciency. It costs very little to send
e-mail for example. However, there is no guarantee as to when a le sent by e-mail will
actually be delivered to its destination. In some sense, the next generation multimedia networks are expected to combine the best features of both these types of networks viz. assured
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Peak Rate Mean Rate Allowable Loss Probability

Voice 32 Kb/s
11.2 Kb/s
10**(-2)
Video 11.6 Mb/s 3.85 Mb/s
10**(-5)
(a) Source models for voice and video, and typical acceptable loss rates.

CCITT G.114 Delay Recommendations
One-Way Delay
Characterization of Quality

0 to 150 ms
\acceptable for most user applications"
150 to 400 ms
\may impact some applications"
above 400 ms \unacceptable for general network planning purposes"
(b) End-to-end delay requirements for voice and video.

Table 1.1: Typical data rates and QoS requirements for multimedia trac.
performance levels and high eciency. As is shown later, the diculty in optimizing the
performance of such networks arises mainly from these con icting requirements.
The need is being felt to provide support for multimedia applications even in existing
packet switched data networks which were not designed speci cally to carry such trac.
For instance, the next generation version (IPv6) ([48]) of the Internet Protocol which is
currently used over most of the Internet, will use resource reservation protocols designed
specially for the support of real-time multimedia applications. The use of such applications
will only increase with the proliferation of broad band networking technology. Further,
even tari policies in such networks are expected to depend on the level of performance
desired by each user [13]. When each user pays according to the desired level of service,
it is important to be able to guarantee the level of service delivered. Hence, the need for
being able to provide QoS guarantees will be even greater than in current networks. Aras et
al[3] and Kurose [36] provide good surveys of recent research towards support of real-time
multimedia applications in packet-switched networks.
Table 1.1 shows the data rates and typical QoS requirements of voice and video trafc [37][46][55] (loss probabilities are for cells in ATM networks).
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1.1 Resource Management and Quality of Service in Multimedia Networks
A key problem facing the network service provider is that of providing QoS guarantees to
users while utilizing network resources as eciently as possible. Typically, a tradeo exists
between the eciency of use of network resources and the ability to accurately characterize
each user's level of service. Kurose [36] outlines some of the key issues involved in providing
QoS guarantees along with high eciency.
Network resources typically include link bandwidth, bu er space at the switching nodes
and processing capability at the switching nodes. The service provider has a number of
controls using which network performance can be tuned. These include the routing, bandwidth allocation, call admission control (CAC) and packet/ cell scheduling functions. The
routing function determines the physical path taken by packets/ cells on their way from
source to destination. Clearly, by selecting appropriate paths, the routing function can efciently utilize network resources. Bandwidth allocation refers to the service rate assigned
to a source at a physical link. A higher service rate normally implies better service (lower
delays) but lower eciency. The call admission control function controls the acceptance of
calls1 into the network. A new call is admitted only if its QoS requirements can be met
while meeting those of all existing calls in the network. A good CAC algorithm should
result in the maximum possible utilization of resources. Finally, scheduling policies applied
at the cell or packet level enable provision preferential treatment to certain trac classes
(e.g. those that have stringent QoS requirements) over others so that the QoS requirements
of all calls can be met if possible.
Mitrou et al [38] provide a generalization of the di erent kinds of controls available to
a service provider in order to optimize network performance. Figure 1.1 (from [38]) shows
three di erent kinds of control functions which are typically involved in network resource
optimization. Using terminology de ned by the ITU for ATM networks [7], trac and
congestion control functions may be classi ed into Network Provisioning (NP), Network
Resource Management (NRM) and Call Admission Control (CAC). The NP function controls long-term con guration of network resources mainly at the physical level, e.g. assigning
1 In this thesis the terms `call', `channel' and `virtual circuit' are used equivalently.
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Network Provisioning

(1) Connection request
(2) Change of resource

(3)

(4)
Routing

(3) Change of physical

NRM

NRM : Network Resource
Management

configuration
(2)

(5)

allocation

(4) New configuration

CAC : Call Admission
Control

(5) New allocation

CAC

(6) Accept/ reject
(6)

(1)
User Pool

Figure 1.1: Relation between NP, NRM, CAC functions
trunk capacity between nodes or adding new nodes. The CAC function operates at the time
scale of individual calls as described above. NRM functions operate over intermediate time
scales by providing for resource allocation to classes of calls. An example of NRM controls
is the control of the con guration and resource allocation for Virtual Paths (VPs) in an
ATM network. Other controls such as packet/ cell scheduling operate over even smaller
time scales to optimize performance experienced during the duration of a call. This thesis concentrates on controls which are classi ed in the NRM and CAC categories and on
controls which operate at the cell level.
Typically, tradeo s exist in using multiple controls at the same time. For instance
packet scheduling and CAC algorithms exist which provide end-to-end 2 QoS guarantees
but compromise on bandwidth allocation, resulting in low utilization [19], [23], [44]. On
the other hand, packet scheduling schemes have been suggested which exploit statistical
resource allocation but do not allow the to network provide end-to-end guarantees e.g. [12]
or which provide approximate guarantees but only at a single node e.g. [25].
Some of the problems in providing QoS guarantees along with high resource utilization
in a multiple node environment are as follows.
2 In this thesis, the term end-to-end refers to a physical path comprising several switching nodes of a

homogeneous network. Neither are heterogeneous \internetworks" considered nor the e ects of the higher
layer software at the originating and destination host. Analysis of the complete end-to-end path from the
originating application software to the destination application software is outside the scope of this thesis.
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 Due to the \bursty" and statistically variable nature of typical multimedia traf-









c, high eciency can be obtained mainly by statistical sharing of network
resources. Allowing several bursty connections to share a given resource improves the utilization of the resource, but makes it dicult to characterize the
performance seen by the individual connections [36]. The ratio of peak to mean
rates in Table 1.1 is an indication of the variability in trac generation rate of
typical multimedia sources.
Statistical resource sharing techniques rely on accurate source trac models.
Multimedia sources are very dicult to model in the rst place ([29]). Additionally, any model used at the entrance to a network may not be valid in
general deep within a network after some bu ering and multiplexing with other
streams at di erent nodes. Hence resource allocation techniques within a network may result in performance levels di erent from those calculated using the
source model at the edge of the network.
The admission control function has to be executed on-line as and when each
connection comes in. The use of exhaustive numerical analysis is thus not feasible.
The problem of providing end-to-end (i.e. multiple node) QoS guarantees is inherently much more dicult than the single node case. This is because even
basic relations at a single node between control actions and resultant performance are not valid in the multiple node case. For instance in a latter chapter,
it is shown that increasing the service rate of a single node in isolation always decreases its losses, while if this node is part of a network of nodes, then increasing
its service rate may actually increase overall losses. Hence simple gradient-type
optimization procedures do not yield optimal solutions.
The large delay-bandwidth product in typical broad band networks exacerbates
the diculty of end-to-end control since each node does not accurately know
the state of downstream nodes in general.
Typical performance measures for multimedia applications can be quite stringent. Trying to guarantee cell losses to occur with precisions as low as 1e-5 or
lower can be expected to be a dicult task in any case.
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Such properties make the problem of providing end-to-end QoS guarantees while utilizing resources eciently, a very dicult one. The results from this thesis provide some
contributions in this area.

1.2 Overview of Thesis
In this thesis, three related problems in the area of ecient resource management while
providing QoS guarantees in multimedia networks, are analyzed. Most of the terminology
used is speci c to ATM networks; however most results conceptually apply to any packet
switched network which requires provision of QoS guarantees to users.
In chapter 2, a joint performance evaluation of routing and admission control algorithms is performed. The performance of three standard admission control schemes which
provide end-to-end QoS guarantees is analyzed. The CAC schemes studied provide deterministic end-to-end guarantees on cell delay (i.e. guarantees on the maximum possible
queuing delay) and guarantee no cell loss. New routing algorithms which exploit knowledge
of the constraints of the CAC function are developed. It is shown that these algorithms
result in improved call acceptance as compared to conventional approaches in which the
routing function and admission control function operate separately. Thus these techniques
enable some improvement in network eciency while retaining the ability to guarantee QoS.
This is the rst detailed study of the joint performance evaluation of routing and admission
control functions. A new algorithm, the \Shortest Cost" algorithm which addresses the
constraints of the CAC algorithm, yields the best performance in terms of the call acceptance probability. The routing algorithms are also evaluated for fairness properties when
two di erent classes of calls are present. The algorithms are tested under di erent simulated
conditions. An approach is suggested which improves the link utilizations in such schemes
by employing trac shapers at the network edge for loss-tolerant applications.
In chapter 3 the problem of improving resource utilizations while providing end-to-end
QoS guarantees is addressed. The technique introduced in chapter 2 uses trac shaping to
improve the achievable utilizations. In chapter 3, this is extended to additionally exploit
statistical multiplexing between channels traversing the same set of links resulting in even
better utilization. A new approach is introduced viz. virtual path (VP) level reservations.
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In this approach, deterministic bandwidth reservations are made on groups of calls rather
than individual calls as in the schemes studied in chapter 2. End-to-end QoS guarantees
can still be provided along with improved utilization levels over the schemes discussed in
chapter 2. Using a queuing model of a VP traversing a multi-hop path, the problem of
distributing end-to-end resources into per-hop resource allocations in order to optimally
satisfy end-to-end QoS speci cations is addressed. The advantages of an approach (the
`Maximal Gain First' policy) are compared with other approaches in terms of eciency in
use of given resources for meeting an end-to-end speci cation on cell loss. The working of
cell scheduling policy (Weighted Round Robin (WRR)) to implement the proposed scheme
is outlined. Some implementation issues are discussed.
Chapter 4 addresses the problem of dynamic resource allocation for meeting a speci ed
QoS constraint. An algorithm is developed to determine the minimal bandwidth needed
to satisfy a speci ed cell loss probability. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it
obtains the minimum bandwidth requirements for a source with an arbitrary (stationary)
trac model and loss speci cation. Both the dynamic and steady state behavior of the
algorithm are studied in detail under di erent simulated conditions. The e ectiveness of this
approach in determining the optimal bandwidth requirements in order to satisfy other types
of QoS de nitions is also demonstrated. The performance of this algorithm is compared
with other approaches including approaches based on the popular \equivalent capacity"
formulas. This algorithm is applicable for bandwidth allocation in the architecture proposed
in chapter 3. Additionally, it can be used to determine the optimal allocation level for other
types of resources and QoS de nitions.
Overall conclusions, a summary of the results and suggestions for future research are
presented in chapter 5.

Chapter 2

Routing Algorithms for Real-time Trac
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the use of the routing function is investigated in order to to improve eciency of network usage. The ability of the network to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees
is retained through the use of an appropriate packet scheduling and CAC mechanism. A
performance evaluation of 3 standard CAC schemes which provide end-to-end QoS guarantees is also presented. Finally, an approach using trac shapers at the edge of the network
is introduced to improve the utilizations achievable with these schemes.
The CAC method used by a network directly determines which channels are accepted,
and which are blocked. Thus, admission control is of vital importance to both the network
provider and the users. The routing function nds a path in the network from a source to
a destination and hence is an important control parameter for network performance. In a
connection-oriented service, all packets from a call follow this same path from the source to
the destination. Routing itself does not accept or reject calls. However, the choice of route
directly in uences the likelihood that a call will be accepted. As an example, if a routing
method selects a route which has very few resources available, the request for a connection
will probably be rejected. Once a route is selected, the availability of resources along other
paths is of no use in call admission. As a result, routing is also important to the network
provider and users.
Multimedia trac has special QoS requirements which can only be met by appropriate
admission control and packet scheduling methods. Thus, it is important to know how
8
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existing routing algorithms will perform on this type of trac and with such admission
control methods, and if they don't perform well, to devise algorithms which will work
well. Little work has been done on this important topic. This previous work includes the
following.
 Parris and Ferrari [45] proposed a routing algorithm for real-time applications
(described in Section 2.3 as the SP algorithm) but did not investigate its performance.
 Kompella et al [35] have investigated some routing problems for multicasting of
multimedia data. They show that nding an optimal multicast tree which meets
delay bound constraints is an NP-complete problem, and present a heuristic
approximation.
 Ahmadi et al.[2] investigated dynamic routing algorithms for the Paris networking project. They proposed a method which computed the shortest path (where
distance was a function of link utilization) satisfying the delay bound, and having
the minimum possible hop count. This algorithm was shown to be much better
than a minimum-hop algorithm, and somewhat better than a pure shortest-path
algorithm. The routing algorithm was evaluated only in combination with the
admission control method used in the Paris project. This CAC method is based
on statistical multiplexing and the computation of equivalent capacity.
The goal of this study is to examine the impact of routing algorithms on the blocking
probability of real-time channels. Several new routing algorithms have been formulated and
implemented to speci cally address the QoS requirements and admission control constraints
of multimedia trac. An experimental investigation (using simulation) of the relative performance of the algorithms is performed for a variety of admission control algorithms and
trac loads. This study is the rst in-depth investigation of this important topic. As a
secondary issue, the performance of several admission control policies for multimedia data is
analyzed. The study is restricted to deterministic policies which can provide strict a priori
guarantees of QoS; no new policies are proposed herein. This represents the rst detailed,
quantitative comparison of these policies for a variety of trac conditions. The experiments
yield a number of important insights into router and admission controller behavior.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In the next section the three admission
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control methods used in the experiments are reviewed, and the use of trac shaping with
those methods is also described. Section 2.3 describes the routing algorithms which are
evaluated. Section 2.4 describes the simulation method and assumptions, and Section 2.5
presents the results of the experiments. The last section summarizes the ndings.

2.2 Admission Control Schemes for Real-time Trac
In this section, three well-known deterministic methods of admission control are described.
These three methods were used to investigate the interaction between routing and admission
control of multimedia trac.
In this study, the use of the term \call admission" refers to the service policy at the
switches, as well as the algorithm for controlling the admittance or rejection of calls; this is
not standard usage, but is convenient for our purposes. The resources required for a call are
calculated from some characterization of the properties of that call. To make the calculation
simple, only a few trac parameters are used, such as the packet peak and mean arrival
rates, and the mean burst length.
This study exclusively used deterministic methods of admission control and multiplexing. No admission control schemes exist as yet, which employ complete statistical multiplexing at all nodes of the network and still provide end-to-end QoS guarantees [3]. The only
e ective way to calculate the QoS produced by statistical methods in multi-hop networks
is to simulate the end-to-end transmission of every packet. This can require a huge amount
of CPU time for high-speed networks. In addition, a fair comparison of policies requires
all performance parameters except one to be xed. For example, to meaningfully compare
the delays resulting from two di erent admission control policies, it must be ascertained
that the loss rates for the two policies are the same. However, there is no known way to
accurately x the end-to-end loss rate that a given statistical policy will produce.
By contrast, when a deterministic admission control method is used, the QoS can be
calculated purely by simulating the admission control function. This requires several orders
of magnitude less CPU time than packet-level simulation. One can also easily control the
experiments to ensure that all admission control methods provide the same quality-of-service
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(loss and delay)1 . Thus, the results from multiple experiments can be directly and fairly
compared.
The three admission control methods used in this study are Earliest-Due-Date (EDD)[19],
Stop&Go[23], and Weighted-Fair-Queuing (WFQ)[44]. Each of these is described brie y below. The low utilization which is a drawback of deterministic methods can be improved
through the use of trac shaping, at the expense of some packet loss. A method of trac
shaping for multimedia trac is also described.

2.2.1 Earliest Due Date
The Earliest Due Date (EDD) packet scheduling and admission control policy [19], [33],
splits end-to-end delay bounds into local per-link delay bounds. The sum of the link delay
bounds along the path from the origin to the destination must be no more than the endto-end delay bound. Packets for an outgoing link are multiplexed according to the Earliest
Due Date policy which is a deadline -based algorithm which uses the \logical" arrival time
of a packet and its delay bound at this link.
Let the local delay bound of channel i on link n be denoted as di;n . Also denote the
minimum packet interarrival time at the source for channel i as Tmin;i , and the maximum
transmission time of any packet of channel i on link n as Xi;n . If the K channels using
a link n are ordered by increasing value of their local delay bounds for this link ( so that
d1;n  d2;n      dK;n ), then the following necessary constraint must be satis ed to
accept channel i on link n:

Tmin;i 

K
X
j =1

Xj;n ;

(i = 1 ;    ; K )

(2.1)

Let Xmax;n be the maximum packet transmission time of any existing channel using link
n. The requesting channel can be accepted without violating the guarantees for existing
channels on the link if and only if

di;n 

Xi
j =1

Xj;n + Xmax;n (i = 1;    ; K )

(2.2)

1 Our experiments did not place any restrictions on jitter. There may be signi cant di erences between

the admission control methods and routers with respect to jitter; this is not studied here.
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This equation also represents the maximum queuing delay which a packet for channel i will
Pi d ,
experience on link n. The end-to-end delay bound for this channel is then Di = Hn=1
i;n
2
where Hi is the number of hops on the path from the origin to the destination of channel
i.
The EDD policy is based on results from real-time scheduling theory. It is considered
to be somewhat expensive to implement, but appears to be quite exible. 3

2.2.2 Stop& Go
The Stop&Go service and admission control policy [23] is designed to provide very tight
bounds on end-to-end jitter in networks, as well as predictable end-to-end delays. Each
requesting channel i is assigned to some frame of size (duration) Tg , and is allocated a
transmission bandwidth ri . During each interval of length Tg , i is allowed to transmit at
most ri  Tg bits; this is termed the (ri; Tg )-smoothness property.
A link is assigned a set of G frame sizes, T1;    ; TG; assume the frame sizes are ordered
in decreasing size. The total bandwidth of link n assigned to frame level g , denoted Cng ,
is the sum of the bandwidths (ri's) for all channels assigned to frame level g . Let Cn be
the total bandwidth of link n, and lmax;n denote the maximum packet size over all channels
using link n.
A requesting call can be accepted by this link, without violating the QoS guarantees
given to existing calls using the link, only if the following necessary constraint is satis ed:

8<
, Cng0 + Cng (1 + dTg0=Tge)Tg =Tg0  : Cn , lmax;n=Tg0; g0 = 2;    ; G
Cn;
g0 = 1
g =g 0
G
X

(2.3)

When the ratios of the frame sizes are integers, instead of Equation 2.3 reduces to a simple
capacity constraint [23]. The framing structure is essential to providing end-to-end QoS
guarantees but also introduces quantization of the rates that can be assigned to a channel.
This rate quantization can lead to signi cant wastage of bandwidth for low rate channels
[23].
2 In this thesis, the terms `hop' and `link' are used equivalently.
3 The \simple" form of EDD has been described and experimented with here; the full version is even more

exible, and even more expensive to implement.
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For a channel i routed over a path with hop-count Hi , and assigned to a frame of size
Tg at every link along the path, the maximum end-to-end-delay Di it will experience is
guaranteed to be

Hi  Tg  Di  2Hi  Tg

(2.4)
Stop&Go provides very predictable service, and is not particularly dicult to implement.
It does require sources to obey the smoothness property. Also note that the end-to-end delay
is related to (i.e., dependent upon) the rate allocated to the channel.

2.2.3 Weighted Fair Queuing
The Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) method was proposed by Demers et al.[15] and analyzed
by Parekh[44]. In WFQ, channels sharing an outgoing link are transmitted as if they were
serviced in Round-Robin order on a bit-by-bit basis. Channels can receive di ering amounts
of bandwidth by using a Weighted Round-Robin service scheme (\weighted" so that some
channels can transmit more than 1 bit on each round). Tight bounds on end-to-end delay can
be achieved if the arrival process for the channel at the source is regulated by a token bucket
with bucket capacity i and token generation rate i. Token buckets are not described here;
a good introduction can be found in [46]. A channel i is assigned a transmission bandwidth
or rate of ri  i on all links along its path.
A necessary constraint which must be satis ed in order to accept a new channel on a
link n is that the sum of the rates of all the channels multiplexed onto this link be less than
the capacity of the link. Thus, if K channels have been accepted on this link,
K
X
i=1

ri  Cn

(2.5)

The delay bound for a requesting channel is

Hi
X
Di  ri + (Hi , 1) rli + lmax;n
i
i n=1 Cn

(2.6)

The rate assigned to a channel is a function both of the peak rate of the source (after
regulation by the token bucket), and of the delay bound which is desired. WFQ has received
a great deal of attention lately, and is considered to be both reasonable to implement, and
to provide high quality of service (i.e. low delays).
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Figure 2.1: Use of trac shaping with a rate-based server, for a single output link of a
switching node.

2.2.4 Trac Shaping and E ective Bandwidths
The e ective bandwidth (also referred to as equivalent capacity ) of a source represents a
minimal bandwidth that must be provided to guarantee its required bound on average loss
probability [17], [25]. (This bandwidth refers to the service rate of a queue at which the
loss probability will be no more than a speci ed value when the given source is fed to it).
Approximate formulas have been derived in [17] and [25] for the e ective bandwidths for
certain types of sources.
The enforcement of the e ective bandwidth is achieved by trac shaping . A trac
shaper delays the arrival of some packets in order to smooth the arrival process for the
channel. This delay can be accomplished by mechanisms such as leaky and token buckets
(again, see [46] for an introduction). If the bu er capacity is exceeded (input rate exceeds
output rate for too long a period), some packets may be discarded. The token generation
rate and bucket size are calculated to ensure that the loss probability does not exceed the
user-speci ed QoS bound.
The bene t of trac shaping is that it can improve network utilization while keeping
delay and loss bounds within acceptable levels. Trac shaping of a source can be combined
with a deterministic admission control policy to yield strong end-to-end quality-of-service
guarantees, with improved network utilization; see Figure 2.1. The trac shaper introduces
an additional delay which must be subtracted from the speci ed end-to-end delay bound to
yield the allowable network delay. When the network delay bound is considerably less than
the required end-to-end delay bound, trac shaping can signi cantly reduce the e ective
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bandwidth. Since the deterministic admission control methods guarantee zero loss inside the
network, all allowable loss occurs at the network interface and this loss can be engineered
to be no more than the tolerable end-to-end loss. The e ective bandwidth of a channel
after shaping is regarded as the peak bandwidth of the channel, for purposes of admission
control.

2.3 Routing Methods
The routing problem has been investigated extensively for both circuit-switched and packetswitched networks. Some recent summaries of routing techniques are by Bertsekas [5], Girard [22], and Perlman [47]. The goals for routing include maximizing the load accepted
by the network while providing satisfactory QoS to channels and treating all call requests
equally (i.e., being fair). These goals can be contradictory, so the search for optimal algorithms is in fact quite elusive.
Routing methods can be static or dynamic. Static methods are extremely simple to
implement, but are unable to react to changing network trac patterns. This can easily
lead to unnecessary and very localized congestion. Dynamic methods attempt to balance
the load across the network and thus accept more trac with less delay variation across
paths. Dynamic routers often optimize some metric (such as average packet delay) subject
to certain constraints on the choice of links. Dynamic methods are more complex than
static methods, and are also subject to problems of oscillation. For details, see any of the
surveys cited above.
Most dynamic algorithms are based upon the concept of a shortest (or least-loaded)
path. These are usually computed by Djikstra's algorithm or the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Considerably di erent routing goals can be accomplished by suitably de ning the length of
a link, while the algorithm executed remains exactly the same.
Little work has been done on routing of multimedia trac with delay and loss requirements, as mentioned in Section 2.1. A wide variety of routing algorithms were implemented
to determine what e ect routing has on call acceptance. These algorithms can be roughly
classi ed into three groups:
 \Conventional" algorithms which have been considered for packet-switched data
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networks;
 Sequential algorithms used in circuit-switched networks and proposed for integrated networks; and,
 Real-time algorithms which promise to better ful ll the quality-of-service requirements of multimedia trac.
Each of the routing algorithms is now described.

2.3.1 Conventional Algorithms
As a point of comparison, two simple generic routing algorithms used in packet-switched
data networks were chosen.
The C STAT algorithm is a static router. For each origin-destination pair, a minimumhop path is found. If there are multiple minimum-hop paths between the origin and destination, the one which uses the lowest numbered link (according to a static link ordering)
possible at each hop is chosen. The selected path for each destination is stored for each
host. All calls originating at the same origin and having the same destination follow the
same path, regardless of network loading conditions.
The C DYN algorithm is a dynamic shortest-path router. The length of each link is
set to be inversely proportional to the spare capacity fraction (i.e., 1-utilization) of that
link. (This formulation corresponds to a link length equal to the average queuing delay in
a network of M=M=1 queues [5]). A desirable by-product is that the load on the network
tends to get evenly distributed.

2.3.2 An Algorithm Based on Circuit-switched Network Routing
Hwang et al [28] proposed the use of sequential routing algorithms, similar to those used
in circuit-switched networks such as telephone networks, for routing in integrated services
networks. Because multimedia sessions have many of the characteristics of circuits in circuitswitched networks (e.g. guaranteed service), it seems reasonable to expect that circuitswitched routing algorithms would perform well. These algorithms also have the advantage
that they are completely distributed, and do not require updates of routing tables.
The best performing member of this group is known as the Crank back (CB) algorithm.
In the Crank back algorithm, a path from the origin to the destination is found one hop at a
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time. From the origin, the algorithm checks the rst link on the static minimum hop path to
the destination. If the call can be accepted on that link (according to the admission control
constraint), that link is added to the path. Otherwise, each of the remaining links from
the origin are tried, in (static) link order. The rst one for which the call can be accepted
is added to the path. Each time a link is added to the path, routing continues recursively
from the node at the other end of the link. The algorithm terminates if the destination is
reached. If a node is encountered for which no outgoing links can accept the requesting
call, backtracking to the previous node on the partially-routed path is allowed. A di erent
outgoing link is chosen from this node (again, in static order) to avoid the congested node.
If this process exhausts all paths starting from the origin without successfully reaching the
destination, failure to nd a route is reported. Once a feasible path is found, the call is
accepted if it will meet its end-to-end-delay bound along this path.

2.3.3 Real-time Algorithms
None of the above algorithms is formulated to speci cally meet the needs of multimedia
trac. We use the term real-time routing algorithm for any method which considers the
delay bounds and necessary constraints of the call admission function. Several such methods
are presented below; except where noted, they are proposed here for the rst time.
These algorithms are constrained to avoid links which will certainly lead to call rejection.
Any link for which the necessary constraint of the admission control algorithm (Equations
2.1 for EDD, 2.3 for Stop&Go, and 2.5 for WFQ) is not ful lled is eliminated from consideration by the routing algorithm. That is, the network con guration is pruned before the
routing algorithm is run.
The Shortest Path (SP) algorithm is targeted to nd a path which minimizes the
delay bound which can be guaranteed to the requesting channel. Let dmin
i;n denote the
minimum delay bound which can be guaranteed for a requesting channel i on link n, without
invalidating the guarantees for existing channels which use that link. dmin
i;n is calculated as
follows:
 EDD: The smallest value of di;n is computed for which the admission control
condition (Equation 2.2) is still true. Since deadlines of channels already accepted on the link are already ordered by value, nding this smallest value is
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not dicult.
 Stop&Go: Let Tgmin be the smallest frame for which the quantized bandwidth
ri can be accommodated, according to Equation 2.3. Tgmin is not dicult to
nd, since in a real system there will likely only be a small number of frame
sizes. dmin
i;n is equal to 2Tgmin .
 WFQ: The minimum value of ri  i which satis es Equation 2.6 can be computed analytically. Given this value for ri, the maximum delay for a packet of
channel i on link n will be rlii + lmax;n
Cn .
The length of each link n is set to dmin
i;n and then a shortest-path calculation is performed.
The advantage of the SP algorithm is that worst-case delays are calculated directly from the
admission control policy, rather than indirectly from the link utilization. The SP algorithm
was rst proposed in [45]. However, no quantitative evaluation was presented.
The Shortest Cost (SC) routing algorithm is targeted to meet server constraints, rather
than minimizing end-to-end delay. This approach seems reasonable in the case where endto-end delay bounds are not particularly dicult to achieve. In such a case, the constraint
imposed by service policy is of more importance than the delay bound for a link. The length
of link n is modeled in the following way for each admission control method:
 EDD: From Equation 2.1 it is clear that the probability of call i being blocked
on link n increases as the value of the right hand side of the equation approaches
that of the left hand side. Acceptance will be improved when this di erence is
P
as large as possible. Hence, the length of link n is set to 1=(Tmin;n , Kj=1 Xj;n ),
where Tmin;n is the minimum of peak packet interarrival times over all channels
using link n (including the requesting channel).
 Stop&Go: From Equation 2.3, it is seen that the blocking probability increases
as the quantity on the left hand side approaches that on the right hand side i.e.
P
the link capacity. The length of link n is set to 1=(Cn , (,Cng0 + Gg=g0 Cng (1 +
dTg0=Tge)Tg =Tg0)).
 WFQ: The necessary constraint for WFQ is just a bandwidth constraint. Blocking increases when utilization increases. Thus, the length of link n is set to
P
1=(Cn , Ki=1 ri).
The SC algorithm performs a shortest path calculation using one of the above de nitions
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of the link length. No consideration is given to meeting the end-to-end delay bound.
A minimum-hop version of algorithm SC, called the Modi ed Shortest Cost (M-SC)
algorithm was also implemented. This algorithm nds the shortest path (with link lengths
as described above for the SC algorithm) from among all feasible minimum-hop paths.
The M-SC algorithm was implemented as an approximation of the algorithm of Ahmadi
et.al. [2], in an attempt to compare their routing algorithm with others. This was done
by weighting the cost of a link suciently smaller than unity (which represents the weight
given to the length of the link (unity). The algorithm thus always selects a minimum hop
path if possible under the given loading and then selects a shortest cost path from among
all possible minimum hop paths.
Another promising idea for routing is to identify a path with minimum total length
(where link lengths are as described for the SC algorithm), as well as delay less than the
speci ed bound. Unfortunately this problem is NP-complete [20]. The Min Max Cost with
Delay Bound (MMCDB) algorithm is a heuristic approximation to this ideal algorithm.
A path is found for which the maximum length of any link in the path is minimized, while
also satisfying the end-to-end delay bound. A sketch of the algorithm is as follows. The
links are rst ordered by increasing cost; the link with the ith smallest cost is renamed
link i. Using a dynamic programming approach, on the i'th iteration the shortest path
(using delays as link lengths) from the source to the destination is found which uses only
links from those numbered 1 through i. This path is checked to see whether it will meet
the end-to-end delay bound according to the admission control method (Equations 2.2, 2.4,
and 2.6 for EDD, Stop&Go, and WFQ, respectively). The algorithm terminates the rst
time a path is found which satis es the delay bound (success), or when no path is found
after the Lth iteration (failure), where L denotes the number of links in the network.

2.3.4 Optimal Routing
One approach to routing which was not investigated was optimal routing using either the
ow-deviation or gradient projection techniques. [5] While it is undoubtedly useful to compare heuristics to an optimal method, this method is not suited for high-speed networks for
the following reasons:
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 There are no constraints on packet delays or losses; only average delay is mini-

mized.
 Packets in a single call can be routed along di erent paths, which is inconsistent
with the CAC schemes studied here, all of which assume a connection-oriented
model.
 This method requires all calls be routed at the same time, in a batch. Old calls
may have to be rerouted when new calls arrive. This seems to be an expensive
proposition.
To our knowledge, no optimal routing method which includes delay and loss constraints
and routes all packets of a call along the same path has been proposed.

2.3.5 Summary
The eight routing algorithms described in this section represent a wide range of approaches
that might be used to route multimedia data. The static algorithm is clearly the least
expensive to implement, because it is run one time only. All other algorithms are executed
once for each call that requests admission. Most of these algorithms involve a shortest path
computation, which can be executed in O((L + N )  lg N ) time, where L denotes the number
of links in the network, and N denotes the number of nodes. The computation for algorithm
MMCDB takes O((L + N )  N ) time in the worst case. Since CB has the potential to try all
paths in the network that start from the source node, it could be very expensive (factorial
in the number of links!) to execute in the case of a highly-connected network. However, it
has been found practical for use on real telephone networks.
Any of the above algorithms should be practical to implement (in terms of running time)
for networks with no more than a few thousand nodes. A multimedia call will frequently
last for quite some time; for example, a video conference may last for an hour or more.
The time to nd a good route with any of these algorithms is insigni cant relative to this
call duration. For truly huge networks, or when the routing and call setup time must be
minimized, a static or hierarchical routing approach will be preferable (even though the
quality of the results will be lower). Another possible time saving technique is to perform
call setup at the same time as the route is being selected; the CB algorithm is an example
of such an approach.
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Having described the algorithms, the evaluation procedure is now discussed.

2.4 Experimental Method
A series of experiments were run to determine the \goodness" of the above routing algorithms for multimedia trac with stringent quality-of-service requirements. This allowed
us to model the network much more accurately than analytical models would permit, at the
expense of requiring much more CPU time to compute. The simulations were performed in
a static environment with the assumption of in nite call holding times and negligible call
processing times. An important point to make is that only the call admission process was
simulated. Because the loss and delay characteristics of deterministic methods are completely predictable, it was not necessary to simulate the transmission of individual packets.
In all cases con dence intervals were calculated for the 95% con dence level, after running
the same experiment 20 times using di erent numbers output by the same random number
generator. These con dence intervals are noted in each graph and table.
The gure of merit used to evaluate the routing algorithms was the call acceptance
probability. As noted in the introduction, the service provider is interested in \pro t", which
increases (although perhaps not linearly) with the number of calls accepted. Maximizing
the acceptance probability is also important to network users. In the experiments, the
acceptance probability was calculated as the (number of calls accepted) / (number of calls
requested) over the last R requests; this gives a probability at one discrete point, rather
than a cumulative probability over all calls. In our experiments, R was set to 300. This
acceptance probability is measured as a function of the load in the network, which is the
accepted load rather than the o ered (sum of accepted plus rejected) load. Load is measured
as the sum of the peak bandwidths of accepted channels.
There are a number of reasons why pro t may not be simply a function of the number
of calls accepted. For instance, calls requiring only one or two links may generate a higher
pro t (and may be preferred) to calls requiring more links. Another plausible example is
that calls requiring more bandwidth may generate more pro t than calls requiring less.
Several experiments (not shown) were run using a gure of merit which assigned a higher
\value" to calls needing a longer path and a higher bandwidth. The relative performance of
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Figure 2.2: Graph of network used in the experiments.
the routers was unchanged for this alternative gure of merit, which gives us some con dence
in the use of call acceptance probability for comparison purposes.
A good routing algorithm should also be fair, as well as produce high utilizations. Users
will not be satis ed with a policy that consistently favors certain classes of trac, unless
they can be convinced that such a policy is reasonable. A further discussion of this subject
may be found in [21]. Both fairness and utilization properties will be examined in the
analysis below of the experimental results.
Figure 2.2 shows the topology of the network used in the experiments. This network
was previously used in work by Murakami [40] and Grover [24], and is loosely based on
the Internet backbone in the U.S. The diameter of this network is 7 and the average node
degree is 3.2. Link bandwidths were set uniformly to 155 Mb/s, except for one experiment
noted below. The sum of propagation and processing delay at each link was chosen to be
uniformly 3ms. Bu er sizes were assumed to be in nite, so no packet loss occurred inside
the network.
Packet sizes were uniformly set to the ATM cell size of 53 bytes. Two standard Markovmodulated Rate Process type models were used to generate voice and video trac (from
[55] and [37] respectively). Figure 2.3 shows the model parameters used in the experiments.
These models translate to a peak rate of 32 Kb/s for voice, and 11.7 Mb/s for video. The
peak packet interarrival times (assuming 48 payload bytes per packet) were 12 ms for voice,
and 33 s for video. Note that a small amount of variability (on the order of 5%) was
introduced into the source peak rates to more accurately re ect real behavior. That is to
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Figure 2.3: Voice and video models used in the experiments.
say, peak interarrival times for voice calls were evenly distributed between approximately
11.5 and 12.5 ms, while peak interarrival times for video were evenly distributed between
approximately 32 and 34 s. Allowable packet loss was set to 5% for voice and 1e-5 for
video. Allowable end-to-end delay was assumed to be 350 ms, with the exception of one
experiment described below. The higher delay gure is acceptable according to subjective
studies, while a much shorter delay is required to eliminate the need for echo cancellation
equipment, or where a more natural interaction is preferred.
Several details about our implementation of the admission control methods should be
mentioned, as follows:
 For the EDD algorithm, the deadline on a link n was set to be an times the
end-to-end deadline (i.e., 350ms except for one experiment). an was computed
as the fraction of the minimum achievable end-to-end delay which was due to
link n.
 No method of choosing frame sizes or allocating channels to frame sizes has
been published for Stop&Go. The frame sizes were chosen to be 3ms, 6ms,
12ms, 24ms, 48ms, 96ms, and 192ms. This avoids bandwidth loss due to using
frame sizes that don't have common divisors.
 For routing purposes, a channel was assigned to the maximum possible frame
size under which its end-to-end delay requirement could be met, under the assumption that the channel would be routed on a minimum-hop path to its
destination.
 For WFQ, the channel rate ri was set equal to the peak arrival rate for the
channel and the token bucket size was set to 1. There was no attempt to
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Length/Min Hop
Link Peak Util.
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MMCDB CB SP M SC SC C DYN C STAT
3.34
1.37
.692

3.06 2.83
1.23 1.13
.668 .669

2.72
1.10
.656

2.76
1.11
.668

2.47
1.04
.593

2.22
1.00
.422

Table 2.1: Average path lengths of accepted channels, average ratio of path length to

minimum-hop path length, and average link utilizations based on peak arrival rates. For
homogeneous trac (video only), EDD server, 155Mb/s link speeds. Measured at the 75%
acceptance probability for each routing algorithm. Con dence intervals are no more than
1% for any number in this table.
discretize the channel rates into a set of allowable values for WFQ.

2.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section the results of the simulation experiments are presented. The performance of
the routing algorithms is investigated under di erent admission control policies and mixes
of trac. Note that a channel request can be blocked for any of the following reasons:
1. Bandwidth Rejection At least one link along the path does not have sucient bandwidth available to accommodate the peak arrival rate of the channel.
2. Server Constraint Rejection For at least one link in the path, the necessary constraint
imposed by the CAC function is not met.
3. Delay Bound Rejection The delay bound which can be achieved along this path violates the user-speci ed delay bounds for this channel.

2.5.1 Experiments Involving Homogeneous Trac
As a base case for evaluating routers, the use of the EDD admission control policy was
investigated for a network carrying only one kind of trac (video). Figure 2.4 is a graph
of the probability of call acceptance as a function of the accepted load in the network.
Additional information about the performance of the routers is shown in Table 2.1.
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Homogeneous Traffic (Video), EDD Scheduler
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Figure 2.4: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous trac (video only), EDD server,
155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater than 2.7%.

For any acceptance probability above 60% (which is already lower than most users would
consider tolerable), there is only a modest di erence between the best and worst dynamic
algorithms, while the static algorithm performs signi cantly worse, as expected. The best
performing algorithm is the real-time algorithm SC, followed very closely by the C DYN
algorithm. The MMCDB algorithm is not plotted because its performance in this and
other experiments was consistently the worst of the real-time algorithms. The reason can
be seen in Table 2.1; the ratio of path length to minimum-hop path length is higher, and
as a result link utilizations are higher. The CB algorithm, in this and other experiments,
performs consistently worse than the real-time algorithms, outperforming only the C STAT
algorithm. The CB algorithm gains implementation robustness/simplicity by taking a much
more local view of path optimization, and as a result does not perform particularly well.
Note from the table that the C DYN algorithm is almost a dynamic minimum-hop router,
and as a result performs very well when delay bounds are easy to meet and the trac is
uniform.
An interesting phenomenon in this and other experiments is that at some point the
conventional static algorithm appears to outperform the best of the real-time algorithms(!).
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Figure 2.5: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous trac (voice only), EDD server,
155 Mb/s links. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater than 1.7%. (Illustration of tradeo of fairness with utilization).

This conclusion is somewhat misguided for the following reason. Let Hi;j be the number of
hops on any minimum hop path between origin i and destination j . Table 2.1 shows that
the conventional algorithms favor origin-destination pairs with signi cantly lower values of
Hi;j . That is, channels which require a longer path (regardless of the routing algorithm)
are being rejected at a signi cantly higher rate than channels which require shorter paths.
When this behavior is continued for a long enough time, more channels will be accepted,
since fewer resources are used for shorter paths (as shown clearly by the link utilization
gures). Our conclusion is that the conventional algorithms (particularly C STAT) are not
as fair as the other algorithms.
Another illustration of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.5. A routing algorithm
which only generates one-hop paths, and fails to nd a path if the origin/destination nodes
are not adjacent, is manifestly unfair to a large class of requesting calls. However, it clearly
uses the minimum resources possible for each channel that is admitted, and at high network
loads will surpass most other algorithms by our measure. This same observation has been
made in [2]. To the categories of fairness identi ed in [21], one more that is appropriate
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for broad band networks can be added: di erent types of calls should have roughly equal
probability of acceptance.
The experiment shown in Figure 2.4 was repeated two times, once substituting the
Stop&Go admission control policy for EDD, and once substituting the WFQ admission
control policy for EDD. The graphs were almost identical to those for EDD, and are not
shown. For this combination of trac type + QoS requirements + network bandwidth, the
choice of admission control policy makes little di erence.

2.5.2 Experiments Involving Heterogeneous Trac
The previous experiments indicate a modest bene t from the use of a real-time routing
algorithm. This is consistent across the three admission control policies, as long as the
trac mix is very homogeneous. The power of real-time scheduling theory is the ability to
discriminate between tasks or messages with di ering timing requirements. To explore the
e ect of a trac mix with widely varying requirements, experiments were run in which 80%
of the trac was voice, and 20% of the trac was video. The peak rate of video is about
365 the peak rate of voice, which is an indication of the heterogeneity of the trac mix.
Figure 2.6 shows the comparison of the routing algorithms when the admission control
policy is EDD. Acceptance of a single video channel has a large impact on link utilization.
Since packet sizes are assumed to be equal for all channels, the necessary constraint of EDD
(Equation 2.1) dictates that no more than (155  106)=(11:7  106 )  13 channels can be
accepted on any link for which at least one video channel is accepted. A link over which
one video channel and only 12 voice channels are routed will obviously su er a tremendous
waste of bandwidth.4 Under these more stringent trac conditions the advantages of the
real-time router SC is much more pronounced. A real-time routing algorithm such as SC
can provide substantially better network utilization when the particular constraints of the
admission control algorithm are so important (i.e., are dicult to satisfy). Note that SC is
also much better than the other previously-proposed real-time routing algorithm, the M SC
algorithm.
4 To be fair, we note again that the \simpler" version of EDD[19] had been implemented. The full version
would not su er such drastic waste of bandwidth for this condition. However, it imposes a constraint on the
channels which is much more expensive to compute.
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Figure 2.6: Call acceptance probabilities for heterogeneous trac (20% video, 80% voice),

EDD server, 155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater
than 5.3%.
Figure 2.7 shows the results of an experiment for the same network and trac conditions, but using the Stop&Go admission control policy. The real-time routing algorithms
perform in the same order as for the case of homogeneous trac: SC best by a considerable
margin, then M SC and SP (indistinguishable from each other), and CB worst. Both of
the conventional algorithms (C DYN and C STAT) cross over the real-time algorithms at
higher loads, which can be attributed to the di erence in fairness. The loads accepted by
the Stop&Go policy are several times that accepted by the EDD policy. As mentioned,
the necessary constraint of EDD (Equation 2.1) can lead to severe bandwidth waste for the
heterogeneous trac conditions that were simulated. There is no such waste for Stop&Go
under these conditions. The Stop&Go necessary constraint (Equation 2.3) is almost a check
that the sum of the peak bandwidths does not exceed the link bandwidth, under these conditions.
This experiment was run again using the WFQ admission control policy. The results
are shown in Figure 2.8. While the relative rank of the routers for this experiment remains
the same, the shape of the curves is somewhat peculiar. To understand this shape, refer to
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Heterogeneous Traffic, Stop & Go Scheduler
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Figure 2.7: Call acceptance probabilities for heterogeneous trac (20% video, 80% voice),

Stop&Go server, 155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater
than 7.6%.
Heterogeneous Traffic, WFQ Scheduler
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Figure 2.8: Call acceptance probabilities for heterogeneous trac (20% video, 80% voice),

WFQ server, 155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater
than 8.9%.
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Figure 2.9: Call acceptance probabilities for heterogeneous trac (20% video, 80% voice),

WFQ server, 155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater
than 8.9%.
Figure 2.9. In this gure only two of the routing algorithms are plotted. The acceptance
ratios of the two classes of trac (voice and video) are graphed separately, as well as the
combined total overall. Video calls are rejected while network utilization is still relatively
low; signi cant rejections of voice calls occurs at a much higher load. When these two
classes of trac are combined, the resulting acceptance exhibits the expected rst drop
(video acceptance goes down to 0), followed by a leveling o (100% of voice is still being
accepted), followed by the second drop (when voice acceptance starts falling).
The crossover of the C STAT algorithm relative to the others can again be explained in
terms of fairness (or lack of it). Routing a video channel over a long path consumes a lot
of resources. An algorithm such as C STAT (which favors channels requiring short paths)
permits a much larger number of channels to be accepted at high network loads. However,
rejections occur much earlier (particularly for video trac) for the static algorithm, due to
its inability to avoid local congestion.
The WFQ admission control policies accepts a signi cantly higher load than even the
Stop&Go policy under these conditions. The primary reason is that a xed set of packet
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of admission control policies for loose end-to-end delay bounds,
homogeneous trac (voice only), SC routing algorithm, 45 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals for any curve are no greater than 6.7%.

transmission rates (frame sizes) was available with the Stop&Go policy. Calls that don't t
one of these rates exactly will cause rate overallocation, which is wasted bandwidth. Our
implementation of WFQ placed no constraints on rates and allocated exactly the bandwidth
needed by a call.

2.5.3 Other Experiments
In the experiments described above, the end-to-end delay bound for all calls was assumed to
be 350 ms. These delay bounds are easy to meet for all trac conditions/networks/admission
control policy combinations found in those experiments. Another experiment was run for
purposes of comparing the admission control algorithms under conditions where the delay
bounds are much more stringent. This experiment simulated a network with 45 Mb/s links,
voice trac only, and one routing algorithm (SC), for each of the three admission control
policies. The network was simulated once for calls with long delay bounds (350 ms), and
once for calls with short delay bounds (varied uniformly between 20 and 50 ms). The results
are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of admission control policies for stringent end-to-end delay

bounds, homogeneous trac (voice only), SC routing algorithm, 45 Mb/s link speeds. 95%
con dence intervals for any curve are no greater than 8.8%.
Since this network has a diameter of 7 hops and each hop has a propagation delay of
3 ms, just the propagation time for some paths will be 20 ms or more. The delays due to
framing (Stop&Go, Equation 2.4) and fair queuing (WFQ, Equation 2.6) for voice at 45
Mb/s are substantial, and must be added to this. Achieving the shorter delay bounds is
therefore rather challenging.
For the given conditions, the behavior of the EDD policy is essentially una ected by the
shorter delay bounds; EDD is considered to be exible in its ability to cope with stringent
delay bounds. The Stop&Go policy, on the other hand, su ers a substantial drop in accepted
load. An examination of the delay bound condition for Stop&Go (Equation 2.4) indicates
smaller end-to-end delays can only be achieved by assigning channels to smaller frame sizes.
Reserving one packet slot every Tg seconds for a channel in which peak packet interarrival
time is greater than Tg naturally implies bandwidth is wasted, leading to the lower accepted
loads. WFQ shares with Stop&Go a dependence between the allocated rate and achievable
delay bound, as indicated by Equation 2.6. To achieve lower delays with WFQ also requires
overallocating the bandwidth assigned to a channel. Our implementations of WFQ and
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Figure 2.12: Call acceptance probabilities for a hypercube network topology, with homogeneous trac (video only), EDD admission control method, and 155 Mb/s link speeds.
95% con dence intervals for any curve are less than 1.5%.

Stop&Go limited the rate assigned to a channel to be no more than a maximum amount.
As a result, channels for which the required delay bound can only be met by allocating
more than the maximum rate are simply rejected. This leads to immediate rejections even
for an unloaded network. It also tends to reject channels requiring longer paths (since delay
is proportional to hop-count, by Equation 2.6), which is a form of unfairness.
All of the experiments discussed above were conducted on the network shown in Figure 2.2. It is possible that network topology strongly in uences the behavior of the routers.
Accordingly, an experiment was conducted on a network whose topology was a four-dimensional
hypercube. A hypercube is a completely symmetric network with a high degree of connectivity between the nodes. The network link speeds were 155 Mb/s and the EDD admission
control policy was used. The results are shown in Figure 2.12. The results can be compared
with Figure 2.4, for identical conditions except the di erence in network topology.
The di erences in router performance are more substantial for the hypercube network.
This is because in a highly-connected network there are more opportunities for optimization, justifying the use of a more intelligent router. The relative ranking of the algorithms
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Figure 2.13: E ective bandwidth vs. shaper-induced delay for voice (peak = 32Kb/s,
mean = 11.24Kb/s) and video (peak = 11.7Mb/s, mean = 3.85Mb/s) source models.

(except for C DYN) remains the same; algorithm SC does particularly well in this network.
The steep fall-o in acceptance probability is due to the symmetric nature of the hypercube.
In such a network, a load-balancing routing algorithm results in all links lling up at essentially the same moment. C DYN does particularly well for this network topology. Under
these conditions (uniform network bandwidth and topology, loose delay bounds, homogeneous trac characteristics), a dynamic algorithm based solely on utilization compares very
favorably with real-time algorithms.
Section 2.2 mentioned that a common criticism of deterministic admission control/ multiplexing methods is the low average utilization they can achieve. This is directly due
to the high peak/mean ratio of multimedia trac sources, such as compressed video and
voice. Trac shaping reduces this peak/mean ratio, which should lead to improved utilization even while preserving strong guarantees on quality-of-service. For the voice and video
models used in this study, the e ective bandwidth computations yield the curves shown in
Figure 2.13.
An experiment was conducted to investigate this hypothesis. This experiment was run
for the original network of Figure 2.2, with 155 Mb/s link speeds, the Stop&Go admission
control algorithm, and video trac only, with trac shaping of the video sources. A simple
calculation indicates that no channel should incur an end-to-end delay in the network of
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Figure 2.14: Call acceptance probabilities for homogeneous trac (video) with trac
shaping, Stop&Go admission control, and 155 Mb/s link speeds. 95% con dence intervals
for any curve are less than 2.4%.
Peak Trac Rates
Average Trac Rates

EDD Stop&Go Stop&Go with Shaping WFQ
.637
.212

.676
.226

.690
.382

.687
.230

Table 2.2: Average link utilizations for peak and average source trac rates, for homogeneous trac (video only), the SC routing algorithm, and 155 Mb/s link speeds. Measured
at a call acceptance probability of 75%. 95% con dence intervals for all numbers are less
than 1.5%.
greater than 50 ms for these conditions, leaving 300 ms (out of the speci ed delay bound of
350 ms) for trac shaping. From Figure 2.13, the e ective bandwidth for a video source can
be decreased by more than 25% for a shaper delay of 300 ms and acceptable loss of 10,5.
Figure 2.14 shows the results of this experiment, and should be compared with Figure 2.4.
The use of shaping substantially improves the absolute performance of all routers, while
not a ecting their relative performance. Table 2.2 shows the increase in average network
utilization which is achieved for one speci c acceptance probability. The use of trac
shaping improves average utilization by almost 70% for this speci c combination of network
conditions and admission control and routing policies.
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2.6 Summary
The performance of several routing algorithms and three admission control policies has been
evaluated for multimedia trac in packet-switched networks. The study included routing
algorithms which have been suggested or proposed as being well-suited for this purpose,
and a number of new algorithms as well. The new routing algorithms speci cally target
the real-time requirements of multimedia. The algorithms have been compared on their
ability to accept new calls at a given network load. This is the rst comprehensive study of
real-time routing and deterministic admission control algorithms for voice and video trac.
It is also the rst study of the close relationship between routing and admission control.
It has been found that a dynamic real-time routing algorithm (SC) which addresses
the constraints of the admission control policy performs best overall. The bene ts of this
router are greatest when quality-of-service requirements are dicult to meet, the network is
highly connected, and admission control constraints are stringent. A conventional dynamic
algorithm based solely on utilization also performs reasonably well, although it is not as
fair to channels requiring long paths. Sequential routing algorithms (as used in circuitswitched networks such as telephone networks) perform noticeably worse than shortest-path
algorithms.
The relative and absolute performance of the admission control policies depended very
much on bandwidth quantization e ects, end-to-end delay requirements, and the trac mix.
Careful attention should be given to these factors in selecting and implementing any one of
these policies, or low utilizations will result. The use of trac shaping, if allowable under
the user-speci ed bounds on delay, can signi cantly improve the link utilizations achieved
by deterministic admission control / multiplexing policies.
The achievable improvement in utilization with the use of a trac shaper at the input of
a network is limited by the tolerable end-to-end delay. In the next chapter, this technique is
extended and an architecture developed in which link bandwidth utilization is improved even
further. This is done by exploiting statistical multiplexing in addition to trac shaping,
resulting in higher eciency.

Chapter 3

Path Level Bandwidth Reservation for
End-to-end QoS Guarantees
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an architecture is developed for packet/cell switched networks such as ATM,
in which strong guarantees on end-to-end QoS can be provided to users. In addition, link
utilizations are improved over conventional techniques. In chapter 2, it has been shown
that schemes such as EDD, Stop&Go and WFQ as proposed, result in link utilizations of
no more than about 25% or so, with typical multimedia sources. This is because these
rely on peak bandwidth allocation to ensure no cell loss and guarantee end-to-end delays.
For typical sources, the peak rates can be several times the mean rates, leading to poor
utilization.
In chapter 2, the use of trac shapers at the edge of the network has been shown
to improve link utilizations as compared to direct peak bandwidth allocation. The trac
shaper uses the \slack" in allowable end-to-end delay to reduce the peak rate of the source
using bu ering. Strong guarantees on end-to-end delay and loss probability can still be
provided because the deterministic scheduling scheme provides delay guarantees and ensures
no cell loss, while the shaper rate at the source can be designed to guarantee the end-to-end
cell loss probability.
In this chapter, this notion is extended further and an architecture is developed in which
strong end-to-end guarantees can still be provided, and utilization is improved even further.
Essentially, deterministic bandwidth enforcement is performed on groups of channels rather
37
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than individual channels. The two basic techniques to obtain high utilization in the presence
of bursty trac are Statistical Multiplexing and Trac Shaping. The use of trac shapers at
the edge as in the previous chapter does not exploit statistical multiplexing between sources
which limits the improvement in utilization. The architecture developed in this chapter on
the other hand exploits both these techniques resulting in even better utilizations. The
ability to provide strong end-to-end QoS guarantees is not compromised as shown later.
Figure 3.1 demonstrates these two basic techniques for improving utilizations. The
waveforms shown represent the instantaneous arrival rates of bursty sources. The trac
shaping technique relies on the use of a bu er to smooth out bursts of arrivals. As shown,
the bu er can be serviced at a rate lower than the peak rate of the arrival process so that the
queue can operate at high utilization. Statistical multiplexing relies on the independence
of di erent bursty streams. The probability of several sources transmitting at their peak
rate simultaneously is small. Hence the bandwidth allocated to a group of sources can
be smaller than the sum of the peak bandwidths of individual sources. The utilization
achievable using techniques which rely only on trac shaping are limited by the tolerable
delay since the smoothing process introduces additional delay. This has been seen earlier
in chapter 2 also. Techniques which rely on statistical multiplexing on the other hand
encounter diculties for predicting the end-to-end performance of individual streams since
the multiplexing operation can alter the trac characteristics of individual streams in a
way which is dicult to quantify in general.
The architecture proposed in this chapter exploits both these techniques in order to
obtain high bandwidth utilization.
There has not been much work towards improving the utilization of the schemes evaluated in chapter 2, while retaining their ability to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees. In
[34], the authors propose the Deterministic Bounding Interval-Dependent trac model. Instead of using the peak rate, the rate averaged over an interval of time is used for bandwidth
allocation. Increased utilization is obtained because the averaged rate can be signi cantly
lower than the peak rate. Conceptually, this technique is similar to the trac shaping technique introduced at end of the previous chapter since peak rate reduction is obtained by
averaging the arrivals over suciently long periods of time. However, this approach requires
a complex source characterization which is non-standard to typical trac descriptors (viz.
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Figure 3.1: The two basic techniques for obtaining high utilization in the presence of
bursty trac

the rate-interval curve [34]). Further, the gains achievable by reducing the rate of individual sources are limited by allowable delay as in the shaper-based scheme of chapter 2.
The approach outlined in this chapter exploits statistical multiplexing in addition to trac
shaping resulting in even better utilization. Additional comments on relevant literature are
presented at the appropriate points in the chapter.
Section 3.2 develops the rationale behind the suggested approach by demonstrating
some important properties of QoS measures such as cell loss in a multi-hop environment.
The di erence between providing QoS guarantees in a multi-node environment versus in a
single node case is brought out to motivate the approach taken in this chapter for providing
multi-node QoS guarantees. The Virtual Path (VP) level bandwidth reservations scheme is
introduced in section 3.3. Section 3.4 then analyzes the problem of distributing the resources
reserved for a VP over the di erent physical links traversed by it. Using a queuing model
of a VP in the proposed architecture, some advantages of a certain technique (the `MGF'
policy) are brought out. This technique reserves resources such that cell loss occurs only at
the rst physical link traversed by a VP. In the next section, a suggested implementation
of this scheme using a Weighted Round Robin server is outlined. Motivated by the results
from the previous section, cell loss is allowed to occur only at the rst physical link of a VP.
Some implementation issues are discussed, including the use of cell spacers to implement this
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Figure 3.2: Problems in determining QoS in the Multi-hop case
architecture and the use of bu er sharing techniques for improved performance. Section3.6
summarizes the results of this chapter.

3.2 The Multiple Hop QoS Problem : Some Insights
In this section, some basic properties of QoS measures such as cell loss in the multiple hop
environment are demonstrated. This helps motivate the development of the scheme based
on Virtual Path level bandwidth reservations outlined in the following section.

3.2.1 Some Counter Intuitive Properties of Cell Loss over Multiple Nodes
Approximate schemes for providing QoS guarantees in the presence of statistical multiplexing exist for a single node (e.g. equivalent capacity formulas [25]). However, unlike some
the schemes like WFQ which provide end-to-end guarantees, such results cannot be directly
extended to the multi-node case.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the diculty of extending admission control based on statistical
multiplexing to the multi-hop case. In Figure 3.2a (from [36]), connection 3's minimum
inter-cell arrival time changes from 3 slots to 1 slot (thereby changing its Peak Cell Rate
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or PCR), because of the work-conserving multiplexor (Note: a server is work-conserving
if it does not idle as long as there is a cell waiting for transmission). The PCR is one of
the most important trac descriptors of a source [1]. This example shows that the source
model at the edge of the network is not valid in general in the interior of the network.
Statistical resource allocation techniques are strongly dependent on statistical models of
trac sources, hence cannot be accurately applied on an end-to-end path without excessive
numerical analysis.
For a single node, it is intuitive that when all cells require the same amount of service,
a work conserving cell transmission policy minimizes the total losses at a node. However,
Figure 3.2b shows that in the multi-hop case, work conserving servers can cause loss of cells
where non-work-conserving servers would not have done so. Hence, unlike the single node
case, use of work conserving service policies is not optimal for minimizing total losses in the
multiple node case.
Cruz [14] has shown that with simple work-conserving FIFO, as loss tolerance becomes
0, the downstream bu er requirement grows exponentially with the number of hops (H )
in the path. Equivalently, if smaller bu ers are used, more than the peak bandwidth may
need to be allocated to ensure zero loss. In comparison, the use of a non-work-conserving
scheduler can always guarantee zero losses, while requiring only O(H ) bu er requirements
and peak bandwidth allocation [23]. The di erence between the single node and multiple
node case is further illustrated by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 For a single node with constant length cells, if the service rate is increased,
total losses can only decrease for any arbitrarily xed sample path of arrivals. However in
case of a network of such nodes, total losses can increase if the service rate of a node is
increased.

Proof: A sample path proof of the rst part is in appendix A. The second statement can be
simply illustrated using an example. Figure 3.3 shows a two hop network with a two units
of bu er space at queue 1 (including the space for the cell being served) and one unit at
queue 2, in which overall losses increase when the service rate at queue 1 is increased. 2
A similar result exists for the relation between losses and bu er size.
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Figure 3.3: Network loss rate can increase if service rate of a queue is increased
Theorem 2 For a single node with constant length cells, if the queuing bu er size is in-

creased, total losses can only decrease for any arbitrarily xed sample path of arrivals.
However in case of a network of such nodes, total losses can increase if the bu er size of a
node is increased.

Proof: A sample path proof of the rst part is in appendix B. The second part is again
illustrated using an example. In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the bu er size at hop 2 is increased
from 2 units to 3 units (including the space for the cell in service), but still overall losses
increase for the given sample path of arrivals!
2
These results have shown that simple monotonic relations between the amount of resource required and the QoS seen by a source do not hold as one moves from the single node
to the multiple node case. Without proper control of network resources (say bandwidths),
one can end up increasing resource allocations to a source and still degrading its QoS. As a
consequence, algorithms which obtain resource allocations levels on the basis of a gradient
driven search, may not result in optimal solutions. This is because several locally optimal
solutions can exist for obtaining the optimal resource requirements needed to meet speci ed
QoS requirements.
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3.2.2 Bandwidth Sharing versus Bandwidth Partitioning
The relative advantages and disadvantages of statistical multiplexing vis-a-vis segregation
of available bandwidth for di erent sources are discussed in this section. Several studies on
statistical multiplexing in ATM networks have indicated that when using a simple FIFO
service policy, either bandwidth sharing or bandwidth partitioning can lead to lower total
bandwidth requirement for a set of sources depending on di erent scenarios of relative
burstiness, QoS requirements, arrival rates of the sources being multiplexed and the cell
scheduling policy used. See for example [10], [4], [6].
Additionally, the gains achieved by statistical bandwidth sharing typically diminish as
the multiplexing level is increased. For instance Figure 3.6 shows the total bandwidth
requirement for a set of 200 voice sources at di erent partitioning levels; an approximation
based on Gaussian approximation of the distribution of the aggregate input rate (from [25])
is used for this plot. 1 For each partition size, this approximation is used to calculate the
bandwidth requirement of each partition and the total requirement is obtained as the linear
sum of individual partition bandwidths.
It can be seen that increasing the size of the partitions results in bandwidth savings
initially, but once there are more than about 30 or 40 sources per partition, the total
bandwidth requirement does not change very much. The bandwidth requirement for 4
partitions of 50 sources is only about 10% more than the full sharing case. Similar behavior
can be expected with other types of sources. Hence if bandwidth partitioning is performed
at a suciently \coarse" level, the loss of utilization as compared to a full sharing scheme
can be quite small.
Deterministic bandwidth partitioning (i.e. a strict TDM-like enforcement of rate) also
has other advantages as compared to full sharing. De Veciana [51] has shown that serving a
source at a deterministic rate (as in a deterministic bandwidth partitioning scheme) results
in minimal burstiness of the output trac for a given average service rate, and consequently
the e ective bandwidth of the source at downstream nodes is minimized. Equivalently, in
[49], it is shown that for a given average service rate, the smoothing of a source is maximal
1 This approximation uses the probability of the instantaneous input rate exceeding the link rate as an
measure of the loss probability. The central limit theorem of statistics [54] is invoked to characterize the
aggregate bit rate as having a Gaussian distribution. The standard voice model, as in Figure 2.3 has been
used here.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of diminishing returns from statistical multiplexing. Total bandwidth requirement for 200 voice sources at di erent partitioning levels.

when it is serviced in a deterministic manner as is done in a partitioned bandwidth scenario.
The phenomenon of trac smoothing can be quantitatively illustrated using the squared
coecient of variation of the inter-departure times of an M=D=1 queue, which equals 1 , 2,
where  is the utilization. At a utilization of 90%, this equals 0:19, so that the output process
may be approximated as a CBR process (a squared coecient of variation in inter-arrival
times of less than 0.2 is normally approximated to be a deterministic process). Finally,
several common bandwidth allocation algorithms (such as equivalent capacity [25]) anyway
perform bandwidth allocation by linear addition of bandwidth requirements of individual
sources (such as in a partitioned bandwidth model), even when bandwidth sharing is being
employed. Thus the achievable utilization in a partitioned scheme may be comparable to
that with a fully shared scheme employing linear bandwidth allocation.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of virtual path level bandwidth reservations

3.3 An Architecture Based on Virtual Path Level Bandwidth Reservation
In the earlier section, the relative advantages and disadvantages of bandwidth partitioning
versus sharing have been examined with respect to achievable utilization, and end-to-end
QoS predictability. It has been shown that with work-conserving service disciplines, making
optimal end-to-end QoS guarantees is much more dicult in the multiple node case than
in the single node case.
In this section, an architecture for providing end-to-end QoS guarantees is introduced
motivated by some of the properties of QoS over multiple hops discussed in the previous
section. In the proposed architecture, strict bandwidth partitioning is performed at the
Virtual Path (VP) level i.e. the bandwidth assigned to a VP is deterministically enforced.
All channels (VCs) which use a VP however, can freely use this bandwidth by employing
statistical sharing. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7. Here, two virtual paths (P1 and P2)
are shown for which bandwidth is deterministically reserved and enforced in the network.
Thus these VPs are isolated from each other even at link CD which is common to them.
Because, each VP is isolated from all other VPs, and since all VCs within a VP traverse
the same path, end-to-end QoS guarantees can be provided without getting a ected by
cross-trac. In general, a VC may traverse several VPs from its origin to destination
nodes. However, this thesis concentrates on analyzing the case where a VC traverses a
single VP.
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Analysis of a queuing model of a single VP in such an architecture (reported in the
following section) shows that all the cell loss and a large fraction of the end-to-end queuing
delay occurs at the rst hop of the VP. Hence to determine the end-to-end loss only the losses
at the rst link of a VP need be analyzed. For a single queue, problems such as those outlined
in section 3.2 are not encountered, so conventional single node techniques can be used to
provide end-to-end QoS guarantees. This is a major advantage of this approach in being
able to provide end-to-end guarantees on cell loss while exploiting statistical multiplexing
of sources.
It may be seen that this architecture employs a preventive form of congestion control
since the bandwidth assignments to VPs are strictly enforced. Other approaches for endto-end control include feedback-based approaches (e.g.[18]). Such schemes employ reactive
congestion control. The performance achieved by such schemes typically depends on the
delay-bandwidth characteristics of a network and the end-to-end performance is not guaranteed but rather, best-e ort. In contrast, the proposed architecture provides a guaranteed
end-to-end transport mechanism irrespective of physical network characteristics such as
propagation delays and link transmission speeds.
As outlined in section 3.1, the two basic techniques for improving utilization in the presence of bursty trac are trac shaping and statistical multiplexing. The proposed approach
exploits both these strategies in order to obtain high utilization. Statistical multiplexing is
exploited by multiplexing several VCs onto the same VP. Each VC is allowed to fully use
the bandwidth allocated to a VP. The actual bandwidth enforcement is performed only at
the VP level. The burstiness of the aggregated trac is expected to be no more than that
of the individual streams. Further, trac shaping is exploited on the aggregated trac
by using an appropriately sized bu er at the rst node of a VP. This further reduces the
burstiness of the aggregated trac.
Since the proposed architecture exploits both the techniques mentioned, the bandwidth
utilization achieved can be signi cantly better than schemes for end-to-end QoS which
require peak bandwidth allocation e.g. WFQ [44] or which exloit only the trac shaping
technique e.g. D-BIND [34] and the technique presented earlier in chapter 2. This scheme
is not claimed to be optimal in terms of providing end-to-end guarantees with the best
possible resource usage. However, the utilizations achieved are expected to be higher than
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existing schemes as mentioned above.
As outlined earlier, one disadvantage of employing statistical multiplexing is that the
ability to characterize the performance seen by individual streams is lost. This is true even
in the proposed architecture. Consequently, the performance levels (i.e. QoS) attained by
a VP must conform to the worst case QoS speci ed from among any of the VCs using this
VP. This is outlined in a latter section where a call admission procedure for a VC in the
proposed architecture is outlined. An approach (not analyzed the thesis) which can improve
performance over this worst case approach, is to use a priority scheme between the VCs in
a single VP. Since, end-to-end analysis is reduced to analysis of a single node in this case,
and several results on optimal priority queuing for a single node exist in literature (see for
example [31]), these schemes can be incorporated into the proposed architecture and their
results extended to give end-to-end guarantees.

3.3.1 Multiplexing Potential of Real-life Sources
In the proposed architecture, statistical multiplexing is exploited only at the rst hop since
the peak arrival rate at downstream hops is never more than the reserved bandwidth.
These plots indicate that with typical sources, a single multiplexing operation can result in
a process with a suciently low ratio of peak to mean rates that it can be approximated as
a CBR process requiring a deterministic bandwidth reservation.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the per-source e ective bandwidth requirement for a multiplexed set of voice sources and a multiplexed set of video sources, respectively. These
curves are obtained by using the equivalent capacity approximation [25], [17] for a loss probability of 1%. The delay shown in the curves is the maximum queuing delay that would be
encountered in the rst hop of the VP onto which the sources are multiplexed. The voice
and video models used are two standard markov modulated uid type models ([50] [37]).
From these curves the multiplexing potential of both video and voice sources can be
clearly seen. For example, for 20 voice sources and an allowable queuing delay of 100 msecs
the per-source e ective rate is about 16 Kb/s; this represents an average utilization of 70%.
For 20 video sources and an allowable delay of 100 msecs, the utilization is even better
(almost 90%). For 20 voice sources and 200 msecs of delay, 80% utilization can be achieved.
Typical end-to-end acceptable delay limits are up to 250-300 msecs (see Table 1.1). The
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equivalent capacity formulas are in fact conservative over-estimates and thus in practice
even higher utilizations will be achieved [17]. Clearly, for both video and voice trac a
single level of multiplexing is able to achieve high utilization. Since the peak rate of the
aggregation of sources is very close to the mean, the output of such an aggregation of
sources fed to a deterministic server is very close to being a CBR process and hence can be
treated deterministically without signi cant loss of utilization. In these curves, the e ective
bandwidth requirement of a source decreases as the number of sources being multiplexed
increases, even though the e ective bandwidth formulas as proposed by Guerin et al [25]
and Elwalid [17] do not depend on the number of sources being multiplexed. This is because
a larger aggregation of sources can also be assigned a larger bu er for shaping for given
bounds on maximum queuing delay. Consequently, the e ective bandwidth of each source
decreases as a function of this larger bu er [25].

3.4 The Multi-hop Bandwidth and Bu er Assignment Problem
In the previous section, an approach based on deterministic reservation of link bandwidths
and bu er space for each VP has been proposed. In this section we analyze a queuing
model of a VP in such an architecture. The proposed architecture requires deterministically
reserving resources for each VP. However, an unresolved issue is that given the resources
reserved for a VP, how should one optimally assign these over the di erent physical hops
of a VP. For instance, how should a given amount of bu er space reserved for a VP in the
proposed scheme, be distributed over the di erent physical hops that the VP traverses ?
In this section, the performance of di erent \Multiple Hop Resource allocation Policies"
(referred to as MHRPs) will be compared. An MHRP is an algorithm for deciding the
per-hop resource assignments (such as bandwidths and bu er space) given a constraint
on end-to-end QoS measures (such as loss probability) and end-to-end resources such as
bu ers and bandwidths. The objective is to assign the per-hop resources while optimally
satisfying some end-to-end QoS constraints. For instance, one problem addressed in a
following section is that of minimizing the total bandwidth (summed over all hops) of a VP
given the end-to-end bu er space and an end-to-end loss speci cation.
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Figure 3.10: Queuing model of a VP in the proposed architecture used for analysis.
In this section, only one end-to-end QoS metric viz. the cell loss probability (CLP) is
analyzed. Analysis of optimal resource allocation schemes for other QoS measures is an issue
for further work. A similar problem was also addressed by Onvural and Liu [43]. However,
in their model, the link bandwidth was fully shared by all VPs unlike our reservation-based
approach.

3.4.1 Queuing Model and De nitions
Figure 3.10 shows a queuing model of a VP which is used for analyzing the properties of
di erent MHRPs.
A VP in the proposed architecture is modeled as a tandem queuing network with H
nodes corresponding to the physical hops traversed by this VP. There is no cross trac
and external cells arrive only at the rst queue and depart from the last. The bu er space
reserved at hop h is B h ( 1) cells and the service rate at hop h is C h cells per unit time. Of
the B h slots at hop h, one slot is assumed required for the cell in service while the rest are
required for waiting or queued cells. Each server is the standard work-conserving xed rate
server. This server models a deterministic bandwidth reservation scheme as in the proposed
architecture.
This queuing model is consistent with the proposed approach of complete resource reservation for each VP. The rate of the server at hop h represents the bandwidth assigned to a
VP at hop h and the size of the bu er at hop h represents the queuing bu er reserved for
the VP at hop h. Changing these parameters is hence equivalent to changing the per-hop
resource allocations of a VP. We will assume that only the size of the bu er for waiting
cells can be changed and one unit of bu er space is always required at each hop for the cell
in service. A model of a single VP can be analyzed in isolation because of the complete
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separation of resources for each VP in the proposed architecture. All subsequent results are
based on this queuing model.
Whenever a cell arrives at a full bu er at any hop in the path, it is lost due to over ow.
Only the total number of lost cells determines the average loss ratio for a given sequence
of arrivals. Hence, the total number of losses will be una ected if a constant propagation
delay is added between any two nodes. (If some xed delay is added to link h say, then node
h + 1 will see the same arrival sequence as before, shifted in time by this amount. Since the
inter-arrival times do not change, the total number of losses also remains unchanged. This
follows from Lindley's recursion [54] according to which the cell losses at a queue depend
only on the inter-arrival times and not on the actual arrival instants.). Propagation delays
are hence assumed to be zero without any loss of generality.
Assigning di erent resources at di erent physical hops of a VP results in di ering levels
of QoS at each hop. For instance, from Theorem 1, increasing the bandwidth at some
hop h can only decrease the total number of losses at this hop. But this may or may not
decrease overall losses. The idea is to vary the per-hop assignments in order to optimally
satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirement. Hence, the problem is equivalent to splitting the
end-to-end QoS speci cations into per-hop QoS speci cations [41]. A policy which obtains
the per-hop QoS speci cations given the end-to-end QoS speci cation will be referred to as
a QoS allocation policy. The MGF (Maximal Gain First) QoS allocation policy is de ned
as follows.

De nition 1 Maximal Gain First Policy: The Maximal Gain First policy allots the entire
end-to-end loss to the rst physical hop of a VP. Transmission at all further downstream
hops is required to be loss-less.

The term \Maximal Gain" is motivated by the fact that by letting all the cell loss occur
at hop 1, maximal reduction in bandwidth requirements is sought to be obtained at the
rst physical hop itself. This is a consequence of Theorem 1 which asserts the monotonicity
of losses with service rate.
Theorem 3 (stated without proof here) asserts that setting service rates which are non
decreasing from hop 1 towards hop H is sucient to implement the MGF policy. This
is because, when the service rate at a queue is at least as much as that at an upstream
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queue, the time between two successive arrivals at a node is never more than the ( xed)
transmission time at that upstream queue. Since each cell has the same transmission time
for a given service rate, each cell must necessarily depart from the downstream queue before
another cell arrives at this queue. Hence no queuing or cell loss occurs in such a case.

Theorem 3 To ensure no cell loss at all nodes after the rst for any arbitrary arrival

process, it is sucient to set the service rate of all servers to be at least as much as that at
hop 1.

For subsequent sections, for the case where per-hop bu er assignments are given and
xed, the MGF policy will be assumed to be implemented by setting the service rate at
each hop to be equal. (From the above theorem, this is sucient to restrict any cell loss to
the rst hop only). For the case where the per-hop bu er assignments are also controllable
given a constraint on the total end-to-end bu er space, the MGF policy will be implemented
by setting all service rates equal and assigning the entire available end-to-end waiting bu er
space at hop 1 (so that at all downstream hops, only the unit bu er needed for the cell
in service is present). For convenience, we will refer to both the QoS allocation policy of
having all the loss occur at the rst hop and the MHRP which implements it as the MGF
policy.
A direct consequence of Theorem 3 is the following.

Corollary 1 The total number of losses for a given (arbitrary) arrival sequence in a given
tandem network con guration is unchanged, if the service rate of each queue i is set to the
minimum of the rates of servers 1 through i.

Hence, whenever a queue i has service rate no less than that of all queues 1 through
i , 1, it can in fact be eliminated from the network and its upstream node connected directly
to its downstream node, without a ecting the total number of losses, since such a queue
only adds a constant delay (equal to one transmission time) to each cell. The inter-arrival
times at downstream nodes and hence the losses are not a ected. This implies that without
any loss of generality, only networks in which the service rate is non-decreasing from source
to destination need to be analyzed if only the total number of losses is of concern. The
performance of the MGF policy is now analyzed with respect to other MHRP policies.
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3.4.2 Simultaneous Bandwidth and Bu er Assignment
Consider the problem where the total amount of end-to-end queuing bu er space W and
the service rate at the last hop (C H ) are given. It is required to nd the per-hop bu er
and service rate assignments in order to meet a speci ed bound on the end-to-end loss
probability. W refers to the available end-to-end bu er space for waiting or queued cells
(and not the cell in service) to be split up over di erent hops. If Wi represents the waiting
bu er space allotted to hop i, then the total bu er space at each hop j is B j = W j + 1
(adding the unit bu er which is always present at each hop for the cell in service) and we
P
must have Hi=0 W i = W .
In this case, as mentioned earlier, the MGF policy is implemented by setting all service
rates equal (equal to C H ) and all W units of queuing bu er space to hop 1. Theorem 4
states that in this case, the MGF policy results in the minimal number of cells lost for
any sample path of arrivals as compared to any other resource assignment under the same
constraints.

Theorem 4 Let the total amount of end-to-end queuing bu er space W and the service
rate at the last hop H (C H ) be given. The MGF type con guration with B 1 = W + 1,
B 2 = B 3 =    = B H = 1 and C 1 = C 2 =    = C H results in the minimal number of losses
for any arbitrarily given sample paths of arrivals as compared to any other assignment of
rates and bu ers under the same constraints.

2
Proof: The proof is listed in appendix C.
Theorem 4 is important since it indicates that end-to-end losses are minimized for any
possible sequence of arrivals by an MGF type con guration given the total bu er space and
service rate at the last hop. Translating this result to a VP in the proposed architecture,
it means that given the bandwidth at the last hop, and full freedom to assign the per-hop
bu ers, by setting the bandwidth at all hops equal to that at the last hop and letting all
the queuing (and cell loss) occur at hop 1, we obtain the minimum number of end-to-end
losses for any possible sequence of arrivals.
Theorem 5 asserts that the MGF policy results in the minimal total bandwidth (sum of
the service rates over the path) required to achieve a given end-to-end loss speci cation given
only the end-to-end queuing bu er space. In fact, not just the total bandwidth but even
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the bandwidth at each hop is minimized i.e. it is not possible to have another assignment
of bandwidths and bu ers which meets the speci ed loss bound and has a lower bandwidth
at any single hop in the path.

Theorem 5 Given the end-to-end queuing bu er space B, an arbitrarily xed sample path

of arrivals and a bound on total end-to-end losses, if some con guration of rate and bu er
assignments can achieve the bound on losses then an MGF type con guration (with the same
amount of total bu er space) will also achieve the same bound on losses while requiring no
greater total bandwidth. Additionally, the bandwidth requirement at each hop will be no
higher in the MGF con guration.

Here total bandwidth is de ned as the sum of the service rates of the H queues in the
path.
Proof: Let if possible some con guration `O' of service rates and bu er allocations achieve
a given end-to-end bound on total losses. By reducing the rate of appropriate servers as in
corollary 1, this can be reduced to a network with service rates decreasing monotonically
from node 1 towards node H , without a ecting the total number of losses. Hence we can
assume that the rate at hop H (C H ) is the minimum rate of all servers in the system.
Now, keep this rate xed. From Theorem 4, if all other the service rates are made equal
to C H and all waiting bu er space moved to hop 1, the total number of losses can only
decrease. Again, since C H was the minimum rate in the system, this procedure involves
only rate reductions. Hence, through a series of transformations involving only reductions
in service rates, the con guration `O' has been transformed into an MGF type con guration
for which the total number of losses is no more than that with con guration `O' for any
arrival sequence.
Hence, the rate (equivalently the bandwidth) at each hop with the MGF con guration
is smaller than the corresponding rate in con guration `O' without violating the bound on
end-to-end losses. Consequently, the sum of the rates over all hops (i.e. the total bandwidth)
is also smaller in case of the MGF con guration.
2
Theorem 5 essentially states that the MGF policy is the optimal policy when the total
number of losses is of interest and the per-hop bu er assignments are variable given a
constraint on the total end-to-end bu er space. In such a case hence, we only need restrict
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attention to MGF type con gurations.
Finally, the optimality of the MGF policy can be extended to the network level. Consider
a network with several VPs in which there is no statistical multiplexing across VPs (as in
our scheme). The term residual bandwidth at a link refers to the di erence between the
link bandwidth and the sum of bandwidths reserved for each VP using this link.

Corollary 2 Given a network using the path level reservations architecture, given VP rout-

ing, let the total bu er allocation for each VP be given and let each VC allowed to traverse
only one VP. Use of the MGF policy for each VP results in the maximum residual bandwidth
at each link of the network.

An assumption here is that service rates can be independently assigned to each VP at
each link as long as the sum of the rates is no more than the link rate.
The above corollary is a direct consequence of the fact that employing the MGF policy
within each VP results in the minimal bandwidth requirement for each VP at each hop in
its path. At each link, the rate requirement for each VP is minimized by the MGF policy.
Hence the sum of the rates is also minimized, which maximizes the residual bandwidth at
each link in the network. The constraint on VCs traversing only one VP is necessary since
the bandwidth requirements of VCs which traverse more than one VP cannot be predicted
in general as outlined earlier, due to dependencies between the bandwidth allocations in
the di erent VPs traversed.
Thus utilizing the MGF policy within each VP frees up the maximum possible bandwidth
at each link of the network.

3.4.3 Bandwidth Allocation with Fixed Bu ers
In general, bu er space assigned to a VP may not be moved around between di erent hops
as required by the above results. Hence, the case where the reserved bu er space is xed at
each hop for the tandem network representing a VP is considered. Only the service rates
(i.e. the VP bandwidths at each link) can be adjusted.
As mentioned earlier (in the discussion following Theorem 3), in this context, the MGF
policy will be implemented with equal service rates at each hop. Here, the MGF policy
is not optimal in terms of requiring minimal total bandwidth as it was for the variable
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bu er assignments case. However, it is shown below that the total bandwidth requirement
using the MGF policy is still within an easily computable constant factor of the optimal
assignment. Further, the result of a simulation is presented which indicates that on the
average the performance of the MGF policy can still be close to optimal.
For a given (arbitrary) arrival sequence, let R be the minimum service rate required at
the rst queue for the losses at the rst hop to be no more than the speci ed upper bound
on end-to-end losses. R could be computed o -line, from bandwidth-loss tables, queuing
analysis or any other means. Let the mean rate of the arrival process be unity (R is hence
the normalized equivalent rate). With the MGF policy, the rate of each server is set to R.
This set of rates hence guarantees the speci ed end-to-end loss constraint.
The following theorem bounds the total bandwidth requirement of the MGF policy with
respect to the optimal under the xed bu ers constraint. The end-to-end loss probability
requirement is assumed to be suciently small (e.g. 1e-2 or less) so that the mean rate of
the source is unchanged from input to output.

Theorem 6 With a xed per-hop bu er assignments, the total bandwidth requirement to

meet a bound on end-to-end losses with the MGF policy is no more than R+RH
H ,1 times the
requirement with an optimal policy which results in the minimal total bandwidth.

Proof: Since service rate and losses are monotonically related at a single node (Theorem 1), and the MGF policy lets all the loss occur at hop 1, the service rate at hop 1 with
the MGF policy cannot be more than that with the optimal con guration. Hence the rate
required at hop 1 even for the optimal policy must be at least R. To ensure no losses, the
MGF policy requires a rate of R at all successive hops. At these hops, even the rate required
by the optimal policy must be at least 1 (the mean rate). This is because the end-to-end
loss probability is suciently small (typically 1e-2 or smaller) that the steady state mean
rate of cells departing the network is essentially the same as the input mean rate. Hence
the ratio of the total bandwidths in the two cases can be at most R+RH
2.
H ,1 .
As an example with R = 2 over a 4 hop path (i.e. an equivalent capacity of twice the
mean rate), the total VP bandwidth with the MGF policy is no more than 1.6 times the
optimal. The average case performance of the MGF policy with respect to the optimal will
in general be signi cantly better than above worst case bound, however, this bound enables
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Figure 3.11: Worst case ratio of total VP bandwidth requirement with MGF to that with
optimal policy for xed bu ers case.

a quick worst case estimate. Figure 3.11 plots the above ratio for typical values of R and
H . For small values of R or H , the bandwidth requirement with the MGF policy can be
seen to be no more than 50% more than the optimal typically.
In practice, nding the optimal con guration will be quite dicult because it requires
characterization of trac departing each node for performing bandwidth allocation. Further, as a consequence of the non-monotonic relations between service rate and loss rate
in this case, several combinations of rates and bu ers will result in local minima for the
end-to-end losses. Finding the con guration of rates which results in the absolute minimal number of end-to-end losses will involve a complex global optimization procedure with
repeated characterization of departure trac (itself a complex procedure). Bandwidth allocation with the MGF policy on the other hand is very simple and requires no departure
trac characterization since no cell loss occurs at downstream nodes. At the rst node,
a source model is typically available. Hence, an approximate solution based on the MGF
policy o ers a simple approach for assigning resources over multiple hops while being able
to guarantee end-to-end cell loss.
The next subsection demonstrates a simple simulation experiment which indicates that
even in this case, typically the MGF policy may be quite close to the optimal in terms
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of requiring the minimal total bandwidth. i.e. its average case performance may be much
better than the above worst case performance ratio.

3.4.4 Average Case Performance of the MGF policy in the Fixed Bu ers
Case
Above, it has been shown that in the queuing model used for a VP, when the per-hop bu er
allocations are xed, the MGF policy (equal service rates at all hops) is not necessarily
optimal for minimizing the total bandwidth requirement over all hops. However, an upper
bound on the worst case ratio of the total bandwidth requirement with the MGF policy as
compared to an optimal policy has presented.
One simulation result is reported here to examine the total bandwidth requirement
with the MGF policy with realistic sources. It is found that even when per-hop bu ers are
xed, the MGF policy performs very well in terms of minimizing the total bandwidth. A
VP traversing two physical hops and carrying 15 voice sources has been simulated. The
total bandwidth requirement for a single VP over two hops is plotted as a function of the
end-to-end cell loss probability. This is shown in Figures 3.12. In these plots, each curve
corresponds to a xed value of the bandwidth assigned at hop 1. The value of the bandwidth
at hop 2 is then varied to yield the curve.
The key observation is that in all gures, the di erent curves obey the property that
a curve corresponding to a higher value of hop 1 bandwidth always lies above one corresponding to a lower hop 1 bandwidth. Consider a xed value of the x-axis variable. The
above observation implies that for a given value of actually observed end-to-end loss, the
overall VP bandwidth is always smaller in an allocation in which the hop 1 bandwidth is
smaller. This implies that the MGF policy can in fact be very close to optimal even in
the xed bu ers case as is seen here. The bandwidth at hop 1 is incremented in steps of
about 25 Kb/s. The plots suggest that the di erence between the bandwidth requirements
of the optimal and the MGF policy is of the order of 5 % at most in this case. The good
performance of the MGF policy can be attributed to the fact that trac multiplexed at
hop 1 gets smoothed. As a result, very little rate reduction is possible at hop 2 without
exceeding the end-to-end loss requirement. Hence, it is best to let all the loss occur at hop
1 and set the rate at both hops to be equal.
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Bandwidth versus CLP (both end−to−end) B1 30 Kb, B2 30 Kb
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Figure 3.12: Total VP Bandwidth versus CLP (both end-to-end) for di erent values of
hop 1 loss. Two hop path, 15 voice sources, Bu er1 = Bu er2 = 30 Kb

Several additional simulations are needed to con rm the performance of the MGF policy
in the xed bu ers case. Based on this experiment, however, it is seen that even in the
xed bu ers case, the MGF policy while not optimal, results in good performance.
The results in this section indicate that the MGF policy of con guring the end-to-end
resources of a VP is optimal (in terms of resource usage) in some cases (outlined above)
and performs well in other cases. A key advantage of this policy is that queuing analysis of
the end-to-end path is greatly simpli ed since it is reduced to analysis of a single queuing
node. An implementation of the VP level reservations architecture is now outlined in the
following section.

3.5 An Implementation of the Proposed Architecture
Section 3.3 introduced an architecture in which deterministic bandwidth reservations are
performed at the level of Virtual Paths in an ATM network. In general, this suggests
that deterministic reservation be performed on groups of channels which traverse the same
physical set of links. Next, section 3.4 analyzed some sample path properties of cell loss
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over multiple hops in such a scheme and the advantages of a policy which lets all the endto-end cell loss occur at the rst physical link of a VP were demonstrated. A possible
implementation mechanism for such an architecture is now outlined.
VP bandwidth guarantees are enforced using a non work conserving scheduler which
enforces the assigned rates. In this section the use of a Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
type scheduler (equivalent to a multi-rate time-division multiplexor) is investigated. The
WRR scheduler is very simple to implement and analyze. Many other schedulers, such as
Earliest Due Date [19] Stop&Go [23] or Weighted Fair Queuing [44] could also be used, since
these too are based on the concept of rate control. However, these are signi cantly more
complicated than WRR. The WRR based method is good enough to achieve high utilizations
(as is shown in the following sections). The idea of round-robin type service of di erent
trac classes for ATM has been suggested by others also (see Sriram's Dynamic Time Slice
Scheme in particular [50]). However, to our knowledge the performance achievable by this
approach has not been quanti ed so far, particularly for the multi-hop case. Additionally,
all the proposals for round robin service have employed a work conserving server in contrast
to our non work conserving approach.
In this section, it is assumed that using a WRR server, an equal amount of bandwidth
is provided to a VP at each physical hop. This is a consequence of the results from the
previous section, where some of the advantages of the MGF policy were outlined.

3.5.1 Operation of the WRR Server
Each ATM switch in a path of a VP is modeled as an output-bu ered multiple input multiple
output switch as shown in Figure 3.13. In such a switch, queuing bu ers are provided only
on output ports of a switch and these directly feed the output links [46].
We assume that cell loss only occurs due to over ow of the output bu ers and no cells
are lost due to contention within the switch fabric. Let there be K + 1 VPs being served by
this server, denoted V0, V1 , V2 , : : : VK . V0 denotes a VP carrying best-e ort type trac e.g.
data les, network management trac etc. Such trac is not normally delay sensitive and
the provision of an appropriate long-term average bandwidth for such trac is assumed to
be sucient for such trac. Let the number of slots reserved for Vj in each server cycle be
denoted nj .
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Figure 3.13: Model of output bu ered ATM switch under consideration.
The output bu er at each port is logically partitioned such that a bu er of size Bjh is
reserved for Vj at the appropriate output bu er at the h'th switch in the path of Vj 2 . The
server cycles through all VPs carrying guaranteed trac (viz. V1 through VK ) according
to a preset deterministic schedule in a strict TDM-like manner. Let the length of a server
cycle be T time units (the time unit is assumed to be the transmission time of a single cell).
In each cycle, Vj is served for exactly nj slots. If Vj does not have a cell to transmit, a
cell from B0 (the best-e ort queue) is transmitted instead. If B0 is also empty, no cell is
transmitted and the server is idle.
These de nitions are illustrated for 4 VPs in Figure 3.14, where V1 is assigned 2 slots,
and V2 and V3 are assigned one slot each (n1 = 2, n2 = 1,n3 = 1, T = 4). V0 is not assigned
any slots in the cycle and only gets to transmit when a VP does not have a cell to transmit
during its slot. V1 originates at the rst node and itself consists of several bursty VCs. In
general each VP sees a service \window" followed by a server \vacation" while other VPs
are served.
Let dhs denote the maximum delay that can be encountered by a cell in the switch fabric
of the h0 th switch in the path. It is assumed that the server cycle time T is larger than this
delay.
2 With an appropriate bu er management algorithm the same scheme can be implemented with a single

bu er shared by all connections. This is discussed in a following section. The main requirement for providing
the end-to-end guarantees is the deterministic bandwidth partitioning and not the bu er partitioning.
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Figure 3.14: Logical model of single output bu er in WRR scheduling model.
Using the above notation and assuming that dhs < T , the following theorem indicates
the necessary amount of bu er space to ensure no cell loss at each node after the rst.

Theorem 7 In a network employing the WRR scheduler described above at every node, no

cell of a VP is lost due to bu er over ow at any hop after the rst if at at each hop h, the
bu er reserved for Vj (Bjh ) is at least 2  nj cells.

Proof : The proof follows from the non work-conserving nature of the WRR server. Cell
loss will occur at the output bu er at some hop h along the path of a VP only if the total
number of arrivals over some time interval, exceeds the number of departures over the same
interval by an amount greater than the bu er size. In any time interval [t1 ; t2 ), the server
guarantees (b(t2 , t1 )=T c)nj departure opportunities to this VP. Further the maximum
number of arrivals over the same interval is at most (d(t2 , t1 )=T e + 1)nj . (This is because
cells transmitted during di erent upstream cycles may arrive closer together than T because
of experiencing di erent delays in the switch fabric. Since dhs < T , at most one extra cycle
worth of data can be input to Bjh before a transmission opportunity becomes available).
The di erence between the total number of arrivals and total number of departures over
any interval cannot exceed 2nj (using the identity dxe + 1 , bxc  2; 8x). Hence a bu er of
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2nj cells ensures no cell loss.
2.
For simplicity, we have assumed that the server cycle is of the same length at each hop.
In general, this need not be so. Due to the non-work-conserving service, zero cell loss can
be similarly ensured with appropriate bu er sizing. Also, in the queuing model of a VP
presented in the previous section, only a unit bu er was required at all hops after the rst
whereas in an actual implementation of the scheme using a WRR server, 2nj cells of bu er
space is required at downstream hops. The additional bu er space is needed to compensate
for the worst case phase mismatch between the cycles at two successive hops and the delay
variation in the switch fabric, neither of which are present in the queuing model. In general,
the queuing bu er at the rst hop will be signi cantly greater than 2nj . The entire end-toend cell loss as well as a majority of the end-to-end queuing delay occurs at the rst hop.
Hence a VP with equal bandwidth at each hop can reasonably be modeled by the MGF
con guration in the queuing model in section 3.4.

3.5.2 Call Admission for a Single VP
Using the above scheme, a simple call admission procedure can provide an accurate endto-end QoS guarantee for any VC traversing a given VP. As mentioned earlier, in the
proposed architecture, VCs may in general traverse multiple VPs. Development of admission
control algorithms for such VCs is not addressed here. As discussed earlier, approaches
which exploit statistical multiplexing compromise on the ability to accurately predict the
performance of each individual stream being m ultiplexed. The approach taken in this
section is to bound the QoS seen by the aggregated VP trac and not the individual VCs
within the VP. It is assumed that the QoS requirements for a VP are set to the most
stringent requirements from among all the classes of calls that use the VP.
Consider QoS guarantees of the type Prob(di > D)  , where di is the end-to-end cell
delay of cells of a connection i using the given VP (say Vj ). This is converted into two
guarantees viz. a deterministic guarantee on the maximum cell delay and an average cell
loss probability guarantee. Hence the cells which get lost are the only ones which fail to
meet the speci ed delay bound D. It can be seen that if the maximum cell delay can be
bounded by D and the average cell loss probability by , it is sucient to guarantee that the
original QoS guarantee will also be met. Hence, the speci ed statistical delay guarantee is
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converted into a deterministic guarantee on maximum delay and a guarantee on the average
cell loss. This is a conservative approach to providing statistical delay guarantees.
An upper bound on the maximum end-to-end delay experienced by any cell of Vj which
traverses H physical hops, can be easily calculated as

Dmax = bBj1 =nj c  T + (Bj1 , bBj1 =nj c  nj )=C + 2  (H , 1)  T +

H
X
h=1

h
Tprop

(3.1)

h is the propawhere C is the physical link capacity (assumed same for all hops), and Tprop
gation delay for the h'th hop.
The rst two terms represent the maximum queuing delay at the rst hop of the VP.
When nj is small compared to the bu er size Bj1 , this can be approximated as,

Dmax  (Bj1 =nj )  T + 2  (H , 1)  T +
(nj  Bj1 )

H
X
h=1

h
Tprop

(3.2)

Now the rst term can be seen as simply the bu er size at hop 1 divided by the bandwidth
reserved for this VP (nj =T ), while the second term implies a constant delay of up to T at
each hop after the rst.
The speci c call admission procedure used to guarantee the cell loss is not de ned here.
The main advantage of this approach is that a cell loss calculation needs to be performed at
only one node to determine the end-to-end loss. Further, since this calculation is performed
at the rst hop, a model of the source trac is typically available. Any other approach
which allows cell loss to occur at multiple nodes in the path would need to characterize the
trac departing the rst node, (typically a complex queuing problem). At the rst hop, any
of several techniques can be used including equivalent capacity ([17], [25]) or simply o line
computed bandwidth versus loss type tables [50]. Hence when a call i requests admission
into VP Vj , using the appropriate CAC algorithm determine whether cell loss at hop 1 will
be less than speci ed. Determine maximum end-to-end delay from Eqn 3.1. Accept the call
only if both the delay and loss bounds are satis ed, else reject the call.
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The approach taken in this section has been that all VCs within a VP are guaranteed
a worst case QoS according to which resources have been allocated to the VP. Further improvement in performance can be expected by using priority scheduling techniques between
the di erent VCs of a VP which can guarantee di ering QoS levels to di erent VCs within
a VP. Optimal priority scheduling algorithms exist for satisfying certain QoS speci cations
at a single node (e.g. [31]). Since in the proposed architecture, all the cell loss and a large
fraction of the queuing delay occurs at the rst hop of a VP, these techniques can be used
at the rst hop of a VP to give end-to-end guarantees on delay and loss (the queuing delay
at hops after the rst can be considered to be constant equal to 2T for making end-to-end
delay guarantees). Performance will improve at the expense of increased complexity of
implementation.
Another possible approach for call admission is developed in the following chapter. In
this, a call is admitted as long as the residual bandwidth on each link traversed by this call
is at least the peak bandwidth requirement of this call. A dynamic resource re-allocation
algorithm is then used to slowly reduce the VP bandwidth to the minimal level which still
satis es the speci ed QoS of all calls using this VP.

3.5.3 Use of Bu er Sharing
While outlining the working of the WRR server, it was assumed that both the link bandwidth and the output bu er before each link are partitioned in a static manner, with one
partition for each VP. In fact, only the bandwidth partitioning is necessary for providing
end-to-end QoS guarantees. The available bu er space at a switching node can be utilized
more eciently by sharing of the bu er space between cells from di erent VPs.
The key point here is that a shared bu er system can always do better than a partitioned
bu er system with the same total bu er space for certain QoS measures, if the shared bu er
space is managed appropriately. This is because with an intelligent bu er management
algorithm which incorporates `push out', a shared bu er system can always emulate a
partitioned bu er system and can hence always perform at least as well. The term `push
out' refers to the technique of an incoming cell replacing an existing cell waiting in the
bu er, under certain conditions. The advantages of bu er sharing are illustrated through a
simple example below.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of partitioned and shared bu er schemes.
Figure 3.15 shows a queuing system with two xed rate servers S1 and S2, once with
a common bu er of size B1 + B2 cells and once with separate bu ers of B1 and B2 cells
respectively. In the partitioned case, the system essentially works like two separate queues,
while in the shared bu er case, a bu er manager algorithm manages the storage space and
sends cells to the servers when departures occur. Each cell can be sent only to a speci c
server. This models a WRR server according to the above de nition, serving two VPs.
Consider the following strategy for the bu er manager. Perform a logical partitioning
of the available bu er space into sections of B1 and B2 cells respectively. Now, operate this
queuing system exactly as if the bu er was partitioned i.e. store cells to be served by S1 in
the partition assigned to S1 's cells and those to be served by S2 in the other partition, as
long as no arriving cell nds its partition full. When a cell departs from a server, any cell
waiting in the corresponding partition is scheduled for service, else the server idles (even if
there are cells waiting for the other server). If an arriving cell nds its partition full, and
a slot is available in the other partition, the bu er manager temporarily stores it in that
partition. Whenever a slot opens up in its correct partition, the cell is moved back to its
partition. If an arriving cell nds cells from the other partition in its partition, those cells
are pushed out and the arriving cell is stored in its proper partition. It can be seen that
this strategy emulates the separate bu ers system as far as possible and tries to do better
whenever possible.
Consequently, using this strategy neither of two VPs experience higher losses in the
shared bu er case than in the partitioned case, and in fact the losses may be lower.

Theorem 8 With the bu er management strategy outlined above, the losses for each queue
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in the shared bu er system are no more than in the partitioned system.

This may be seen to be true from the following arguments. An arriving cell for each
queue with the above strategy, is lost only when at least its partition is full, in which case
it would be lost even in the partitioned case.
In the partitioned case, a cell will be lost if its partition is full even if another queue's
partition is not. In the shared scheme however, a cell is lost only when the entire shared
space is full, leading to lower losses.
The only way that this bu er management strategy can increase losses is if a cell which
is lost in the partitioned bu er case is saved in the shared bu er case, but consequently
causes higher losses due to the increased load taken on in the shared case. However, since
all cells, have the same transmission time, an extra saved cell can cause the loss of at most
one other cell. Hence the total number of losses for each queue can never be more than in
the partitioned bu er case. These arguments are similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2,
hence a formal proof is not presented for this case.
Hence, if the increased complexity of bu er management is acceptable, a bu er sharing
scheme similar to that just outlined will always perform better than a partitioned bu er
scheme. (Note however, that the delay bounds of Equations 3.1 and 3.3 are valid only for
the partitioned case). Thus, at each output bu er of an ATM switch, all VPs originating at
that node and using the same output port can be multiplexed into a single bu er for high
bu er eciency.
Further, these arguments apply even for shared bu er type ATM switches, where a
common bu er is used for all output ports of the switch [46]. Theorem 8 continues to hold
even if the two queues mentioned actually correspond to VPs leaving from di erent output
ports of an ATM switch each of which employs the WRR server.
Hence, in a shared bu er type ATM switch employing the WRR server, a single multiplexing bu er can be used for all VPs originating at that node, irrespective of the output
port they use. This will lead to very ecient use of switch bu er space and lower cell loss.
Theorem 8 was for the average loss rate QoS measure. Similar results may be shown
for other QoS metrics such as queuing delay percentiles also, but the bu er management
algorithm becomes accordingly more complex.
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3.5.4 Implementation of the WRR Scheme
Cell spacers have been suggested for use at each switching node of an ATM network and
have been shown to result in improved utilization by preventing loss by preventing buildup
of delay jitter [26]. A cell spacer is nothing but a peak rate enforcer. The main requirement
of our scheme is that a mechanism is needed for non-work-conserving enforcement of rate.
This can easily be implemented by making the spacer-controller function in a non-workconserving manner. Hence the complexity of implementation of our scheme is equivalent to
that of schemes already proposed for use in ATM networks and the hardware requirements
appear to be feasible. Details on the working of the spacer-controller algorithm may be
found in [26].
An additional point of importance is that the manner in which the WRR server is
operated a ects the QoS observed even for xed bandwidth and bu er allocations. This
must be taken into account either by an appropriate modi cation to the admission control
algorithm or with additional hardware as shown below.
The example simulation below shows that cell loss experienced by a VP can be very
di erent even when a xed amount of bandwidth and bu er (Bj1 ) is reserved for it depending
on the choice of the WRR cycle length. This is because, as de ned above, the WRR server
has some \vacation e ects" since all nj slots reserved for VP Vj appear in a burst during
each cycle T . In some sense thus, the server is itself an \On-O " type server with constant
On and O times and not a constant rate server.
Figure 3.16 shows the variation of loss probability of a VP with the unit bandwidth of
the WRR server (which equals 1=T cells per second and is equivalent to varying T ). Because
of the deterministic isolation of VPs from one another, the loss probability of a single VP
can be examined in isolation. The source is an aggregation of 15 voice sources conforming
to the standard On-O model [50]. The VP bandwidth is xed at 200 Kb/s. The size of the
multiplexing bu er is 10 Kb. For unit bandwidth of 8Kb/s or more, the CLP varies very
slowly and is essentially unchanged. However, for small unit bandwidths (i.e. large values
of T ), cell loss increases sharply as T is increased. This is because with a large T , when nj
becomes comparable to the bu er size, many of the nj departure opportunities that a VP
has in 1 cycle will be wasted unless the queue is full.
This simulation shows that the e ect of the server cycle length on cell loss can be taken
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15 sources, VP BW 200 Kb/s, Link BW 155 Mb/s, buffer 10 Kb
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Figure 3.16: Variation of CLP with Unit Bandwidth (Bj1 = 10 Kb).
care of by choosing a small enough cycle length according to the sizes of the shaping bu ers
of all VPs being served by this server. However, a small cycle length can lead to large
bandwidth quantization granularities since each VP must be assigned a multiple of the
unit bandwidth, which increases as the cycle length decreases. Another solution is to use
a multi-level round robin mechanism such as Stop and Go [23] so that trade o s between
these con icting requirements can be resolved.
The e ect of server vacations can be eliminated by adding an additional bu er of 2nj
cells between the queuing bu er Bj1 and the WRR server at hop 1. Cells can now be moved
from Bj1 to this additional bu er in a synchronous manner, from where they are served by
the WRR server. The queuing bu er Bj1 now sees a perfectly uniform server and the cell
loss observed is decoupled from the length of the server cycle (T ) and depends only on the
bandwidth allocated to the VP, thereby simplifying the call admission. An additional delay
of T units is also added due to this rate matching bu er.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, the trac shaper based scheme introduced in chapter 2 has been extended
to improve the link utilization achievable. The use of deterministic bandwidth reservation at
the virtual path level has been proposed as an approach for achieving this. It is shown that
such an architecture enables provision of end-to-end QoS guarantees in ATM networks, while
maintaining high utilization in the presence of bursty trac such as multimedia sources.
Utilization is improved by exploiting statistical multiplexing between calls within the same
Virtual Path in addition to trac shaping. This approach is motivated by the fact that
utilization does not su er signi cantly between a full bandwidth sharing scheme and a
partitioned scheme if the partitioning is suciently coarse. However, partitioning link
bandwidth at the VP level enables provision of QoS guarantees over multiple hops and
hence may well be worth the slight loss of utilization.
Several important properties of QoS measures such as cell loss over multiple hops have
been analyzed. Using a queuing model of a VP under the proposed architecture, the problem of distributing end-to-end resources reserved for a VP over the di erent physical links
traversed by the VP has been addressed. Some important properties (related to optimal
resource usage) of a certain policy (the MGF policy) have been proved. Finally, the working of a simple round robin scheduler which implements the proposed approach has been
outlined. The complexity of implementation of this approach has been shown to be similar
to employing cell spacers which have already been proposed for use in ATM networks.
The proposed architecture requires ecient allocation of resources such as bandwidth
to Virtual Paths. In the following chapter, a dynamic resource allocation algorithm is
developed. This can be used to determine on-line, the optimal bandwidth allocation for a
VP in the proposed architecture. In fact the technique is shown to be more general and
can be applied to optimally control any resource whose allocation level controls the desired
performance objectives in a monotonic manner.

Chapter 4

Dynamic Resource Allocation For Providing QoS
Guarantees
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 a VP level resource reservation scheme has been proposed for providing end-toend QoS guarantees along with high resource utilization. The problem of distributing given
resources over di erent physical links of a VP has been addressed. However, it is not clear
how to optimally allocate resources to a VP. Approximate techniques such as the equivalent
capacity formulas [25] can be used for bandwidth allocation, but these are known not to
be always accurate. Also, these are not applicable to resources other than bandwidth and
performance measures other than cell loss.
In this chapter, a method is developed for determining the minimal resource requirements needed to guarantee a speci ed QoS measure. This technique is based on on-line
measurements of the QoS actually received and feedback of this information for controlling the resource allocation. This technique is referred to as REQS for Resource-Ecient
Quality of Service. Thus this technique can be used for determining optimal allocation
levels of resources other than just bandwidth and QoS de nitions other than average cell
loss probability. In this chapter, control of the resources of a single queue is addressed.
This technique can directly be used to control end-to-end resources in case of a path level
reservations based architecture such as the one proposed in chapter 3. In the architecture
proposed in chapter 3, all the queuing essentially occurs at a single node of a path so that
control of this node can be used to control end-to-end performance. For instance, the REQS
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algorithm is used for determining the minimum service rate needed to satisfy a speci ed
CLP constraint. Since, with the MGF policy outlined in chapter 3, cell loss occurs only at
the rst hop of a VP and the bandwidth reserved at all hops is the same, this algorithm can
be directly applied for determining the minimum bandwidth assignment to a VP in order
to guarantee an end-to-end CLP constraint.
The problem of providing QoS guarantees without being excessively conservative in
utilizing resources is dicult for variable bit rate (VBR) sources. For such sources, the trac
o ered to the network is \bursty" and somewhat unpredictable (as has been illustrated
in Table 1.1). As an example, a video codec may generate data at a time-varying rate
depending on the (unpredictable) video content. This does not, however, eliminate the
need for guarantees on the end-to-end delay and losses when the video is transmitted across
the network.
The conventional approach for dealing with this problem is to have each user declare in
advance the characteristics of their trac. As an example, the ATM Forum has adopted a
standard set of 3 trac descriptors: peak cell rate, sustainable cell rate and maximum burst
size [1]. A policing mechanism such as the leaky bucket [1] ensures that the user's trac
conforms to the declared values for these descriptors. Using this information, an appropriate
Call Admission Control (CAC) algorithm determines whether the QoS requirements of a
new call can be met, without compromising the QoS levels of calls that have already been
admitted.
There are problems with using this approach, including the following:
 Users have to be able to characterize their trac generation process reasonably
accurately; this is not always feasible. While a video sequence generated o -line
can be analyzed very thoroughly, a user initiating a video conference may have
very little idea of the expected trac statistics.
 Even if users have the ability to model the trac generation process, a small
number of trac descriptors may not be sucient to characterize the trac
generation process well enough to predict the expected QoS accurately. For
instance, El-Sayed and Perros [16] showed that two sources with the same peak
rate, mean rate and mean burst length could experience very di erent cell losses
because of di erences in higher order statistics of the sources.
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 Deriving an accurate CAC algorithm which can be executed on-line without

excessive numerical computation is dicult even for simple trac model approximations [25].
 Even if the characteristics of individual trac sources are known, characterizing
aggregations of trac streams (such as VPs in the architecture proposed in
chapter 3) is non-trivial and approximate. This approximation is likely to result
in sub-optimal allocation.
A consequence of these problems is that the service provider can either end up overallocating resources in order to guarantee QoS, thereby sacri cing eciency, or underallocating resources and providing poor service quality, thus losing customers.
In this chapter, we explore an alternate approach to ecient resource allocation and
providing strong QoS guarantees. In this approach, resource allocations are adjusted dynamically on the basis of the QoS actually received. The main bene t of this approach
is that very little information related to trac characterization is needed from users. The
method uses the minimum network resources required to guarantee the speci ed QoS requirements for any source with a stationary trac generation model. The main drawback
of this approach is that for a short initial period the requested QoS may not be provided.
Also, some re-allocation of resources will be required during this initial period. However,
the e ects of these problems can be reduced through engineering solutions. This technique
also involves a slight additional cost in implementation since provision must be made for
measuring queuing performance on-line.1
A number of researchers have explored the use of dynamic and adaptive techniques for
network resource allocation. Jeon and Viniotis [31] developed algorithms which dynamically
vary the scheduling priority of di erent trac classes in a multi-class queuing system, in
order to meet QoS speci cations such as loss probability and average queuing delay. They
showed that these algorithms were able to achieve any desired performance vector which
was feasible under the class of work-conserving service policies. Clark et al [12] developed
the FIFO+ queuing discipline, in which the scheduling priority of a packet at a node is
dynamically adjusted. This adjustment is based on the queuing delay seen at the previous
node. They showed that this resulted in improved delay performance as compared to static
1 However, performance monitoring modules are already expected to be deployed in ATM switches [25].
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allocation of priorities. However, the improved resource utilization was obtained at the
cost of not being able to guarantee the QoS seen by each user. They claimed that strong
guarantees on QoS were not necessary for a type of service referred to as predictive service.
Jamin et al [30] extended these notions and tested multimedia applications under predictive
service. In [11], Chong et al examined dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms for MPEG
video. They examined two di erent approaches for predicting the rate required to transmit
an MPEG frame based on data from the previous frames (one based on a Recursive Least
Squares type prediction and the other using Hop eld Neural networks). They demonstrated
the performance improvements over static bandwidth allocation techniques. However, in
their study, they did not seek to determine a steady state \e ective" bandwidth. Hence
bandwidth re-allocation is continually required during the duration of a session. The algorithm developed in this chapter determines a steady state e ective bandwidth so that
once the algorithm has converged, no bandwidth re-allocation is necessary. In [27], Hsu and
Walrand develop an algorithm for determining the e ective bandwidth dynamically. They
prove theoretically the convergence of the dynamic rate to the true steady state e ective
rate. However, the proof of convergence is limited to markov-modulated uid type sources.
Also, they do not present any performance analysis of the algorithm with real sources
and do not address the issue of optimally selecting the algorithm parameters for practical
implementation. In contrast, this study concentrates on performance analysis, tests the robustness of the algorithm developed under di erent conditions, and demonstrates the e ect
of algorithm parameters on the dynamic behavior. In [8], an algorithm for rate allocation
for the ABR (Available Bit Rate [1]) service has been proposed. However, the emphasis
there is not to guarantee any QoS measures, since applications which require ABR service
are typically non-real-time (like le transfers) and only require a best-e ort service. The
algorithm developed in this chapter is applicable to real-time variable bit rate (VBR) type
trac which require QoS guarantees.
The performance analysis of this technique is limited mostly to the case where bandwidth
is the resource of interest and average cell loss probability is the QoS measure of interest.
Dynamic rate control of a single queue is studied, where the service rate of this queue is
synonymous with the term \bandwidth". In case of ow control policies such as Weighted
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Round Robin (outlined in the previous chapter) and Weighted Fair Queuing [44], the endto-end bandwidth is simply this rate multiplied by the number of links traversed. An
algorithm is developed which dynamically obtains the minimum bandwidth necessary to
satisfy a speci ed QoS for a given (arbitrary) source. The e ectiveness and robustness of the
algorithm is demonstrated by varying the measurement frequency, source burstiness, bu er
size and CLP speci cations. It is shown that this algorithm can yield signi cant bandwidth
savings over popular o -line approaches, such as the \equivalent capacity" method [17]. This
approach can also be used to derive the minimum requirements for other resources (such
as bu er space), and for other QoS measures (such as queuing delay percentiles). This
approach dynamically determines the \e ective resource" requirement to satisfy a given
QoS measure for an arbitrary (stationary) source. Thus it may be seen as a generalization
of the \e ective bandwidth" approach. This method has implications for the design of
trac shapers, and for call admission in cell scheduling policies such as the WRR scheme
introduced in chapter 3, Weighted Fair Queuing [44], Stop& Go [23], RCSP [56], HRR [32]
etc, all of which are based on some form of rate allocation.
Section 4.2 explains the dynamic algorithm for bandwidth allocation. Section 4.3
presents simulation experiments, along with an analysis of the results. Section 4.4 compares the steady state and the dynamic behavior of this algorithm with some alternate
approaches for bandwidth allocation. Section 4.5 summarizes the results of this study.

4.2 Description of the Algorithm
4.2.1 Queuing Model and De nitions
This chapter introduces an algorithm which dynamically adjusts the instantaneous service
rate (t) of a nite bu er queue in order to meet a speci ed QoS performance measure
Q. In conformance with the ATM standard, all arriving cells are assumed to require the
same amount of service. A cell which arrives at a full queue is lost due to bu er over ow.
Figure 4.1 shows a model of the queuing system under consideration.
As shown, observations of the queuing behavior are used by a control algorithm to adjust
the service rate of the queue. Let B be the ( xed) bu er size of the system. Decisions about
adjustments to the resource allocation are made at discrete instants ti ; the interval between
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Figure 4.1: Model of the queuing system under consideration.
decision points tn and tn+1 is referred to as the nth update interval Un . The service rate
over the nth update interval, denoted n , is assumed to be constant.
For a given sample path of cell arrivals, let An denote the number of arrivals and Ln
denote the number of cells lost due to bu er over ow in the nth update interval. The average
loss probability in the nth interval is denoted Pn = Ln =An . The cumulative loss probability
P
P
for all intervals up to and including the nth interval is denoted P0::n = ( ni=0 Li )=( ni=0 Ai ).
The cell loss probability during the nth interval, will be referred to by the term \current
loss probability". The term \cumulative loss probability" refers to P0::n .
The goal for this method is the following. The instantaneous rate (t) should converge
to a steady state rate  , and the cumulative loss rate P0::n should converge to a steady
state value P . P  should be no more than the speci ed average cell loss probability Ql .
Further, it is desired that the steady state rate  be the minimum rate for which this
statement is true. In addition to this goal for the steady-state behavior, the method should
converge quickly, and be practical to implement.

4.2.2 An Algorithm for Resource Allocation Based on QoS Measurements
The algorithm is motivated by the basic result from Theorem 1 according to which the total
number of losses at a queue increases monotonically as the service rate is decreased (if all
cells have the length). The algorithm iterates over successive update intervals. The basic
step at each iteration is given in Equation 4.1.

n+1 = n + KnE (Pn; Ql)

(4.1)
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In this equation, E () is an error function which is a measure of how far the current cell loss
probability is from the targeted QoS. We chose the error function to be the natural logarithm
of the ratio of the current and desired loss probabilities i.e. E (Pn; Ql) = log(Pn=Ql ). This
means the rate is increased when the current loss probability is higher than the target, and
decreased when it is smaller than the target. By Theorem 1, this results in moving the
cumulative loss probability in the right direction. The logarithm function is appropriate
because of the wide dynamic range (several orders of magnitude) of losses expected to be
measured. In addition, an approximately logarithmic relation between service rate and loss
probability has been suggested in the literature. Using this iteration, the instantaneous
rate keeps changing as long as the current loss probability (Pn ) is not equal to Ql . Hence
convergence of the instantaneous rate implies convergence of the current loss probability.
Figure 4.2 describes the entire algorithm using pseudocode. The algorithm has two
distinct modes of operation. In the rst mode, the algorithm tries to quickly converge to
the neighborhood of the desired loss probability. In this mode, the lengths of the update
intervals are kept xed, and the scalar Kn is varied. In the second mode, the algorithm
tries to gradually converge exactly to the desired loss probability. In mode 2, the scalar Kn
is kept xed, but the size of the update intervals is varied.
We call this the REQS (pronounced \rex") algorithm, which stands for ResourceEcient Quality of Service. The algorithm starts in mode 1 with an initial value K0 for
the scalar Kn and an initial update interval U0 . Kn is increased linearly until the sign of
the error in the current loss probability changes in successive update intervals. Kn then
decreases geometrically at each decision instant until it drops below some value K1 , at
which point the algorithm switches to mode 2 operation. In this mode, Kn stays xed at
K1. Each time the error changes sign in successive update intervals, the length of the
interval is doubled. The algorithm operates in mode 2 for the remaining duration of the
call.
The motivation for this formulation of REQS follows. The error term which drives
the algorithm is based on the loss probability only over the last update interval; that is,
the current loss probability is used, not the cumulative loss probability. In mode 1, the
algorithm tries to quickly get \reasonably" close to the target. The variation described for
Kn rst increases the sensitivity of the rate control and then decreases it. The linear increase
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/* K0, K1 and U0 assumed to be given */
/* initial values: inc ag = TRUE, mode = 1 */
curr error log(Pn =Ql );
prev error log(Pn,1 =Ql );
if (mode = 1) f
Un Un,1 ;
if ((curr error  prev error > 0) && (inc ag = TRUE))
K Kn,1 + K0 ;
else f n
inc ag FALSE;
Kn Kn,1=2;
if (Kn  K1) f
Kn K1;
mode 2;

g
else f
g

g

Kn

g

/* mode = 2 */

Kn,1 ;
if (curr error
 prev error < 0)
Un 2  Un,1 ;
else
Un Un,1 ;

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for varying Kn and Un at decision instant tn
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and geometric decrease in the scalar value has been found experimentally to result in the
best dynamic behavior of several variations tried. However, the choice of these rules is not
critical to the convergence of REQS. The geometric decrease in the scalar value corresponds
to a binary search, since the service rate and loss rate are monotonically related.
An assumption in mode 1 operation is that loss probability measurements over each
update interval are statistically signi cant. If the update interval is too small, however, the
loss probability measured over this interval can be considerably far from the average value
since losses typically occur in bursts and not uniformly. On the other hand, a very large
update interval may increase convergence time. For this reason, the algorithm starts with a
small update interval, and then increases it over time in mode 2. By limiting these increases
to instants when the error changes sign, the update interval is prevented from becoming
excessively large. During mode 2 the algorithm operates at minimum sensitivity (since the
scalar is at its minimum value). A change of sign in the error is hence likely to be due to
noisy measurements; so that increasing the update intervals yields better con dence in the
loss measurements. Further motivation for the formulation of REQS is presented below in
the discussion of experimental results.

4.3 Numerical Results
Analytical treatment of transient behavior of queues yields closed form solutions in very few
cases. For instance, closed form solutions for time-dependent queue performance measures
such as bu er occupancy are available only for simple queues such as the M=M=1 queue
[39]. Transient analysis of a queue with variable service rate and bursty input trac is
consequently not expected to yield closed form results. Hence simulation has been used to
analyze the performance of REQS.

4.3.1 Simulation Model and Procedure
The simulation model was shown earlier in Figure 4.1. A two-state Markov Modulated
Bernoulli Process (MMBP) is used as the trac source in most experiments. This model
is used extensively in simulation and analytical studies of bursty multimedia trac [16].
The 2 state MMBP is in either of two states S 0 or S 1. In S 0 cells are generated according
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Figure 4.3: Model of MMBP Source used for simulations of dynamic bandwidth allocation
algorithm.

to a Bernoulli Process with a mean rate of 0 cells/sec, and in S 1 with a mean rate 1
cells/sec. The durations of the two states are geometrically distributed with means 0 and
1 seconds. A measure of the burstiness of the source is the squared coecient of variation
of the inter-arrival times, which can be determined from the above parameters [16]. For
most experiments, values for these parameters are chosen as 0 = 200 cells/sec, 1 = 1000
cells/sec, 0 = :02 seconds, 1 = :01 seconds. These values re ect typical behavior for
voice and video, but scaled down to reduce the simulation time required. In some of
the experiments these values are varied to investigate the sensitivity of the algorithm to
di erent trac conditions. One experiment also uses parameter values based directly on
MPEG-compressed videos, to test more realistic conditions.
To determine whether the dynamic algorithm converged, sample paths of the instantaneous rate and the loss probability have been examined. If the algorithm converges to the
right steady-state cell loss probability, Theorem 1 guarantees that the instantaneous rate
is the minimum that would achieve that QoS. Experimental evidence is needed, however,
to con rm that convergence will occur. The convergence time is de ned to be the time
required to arrive at and stay within 5% of the steady state rate. The steady state rate is
determined by running the simulation for long enough time (typically for ve hours or more
of simulated time), to ensure that no further rate changes would occur. This de nition of
convergence time corresponds to the term \relaxation time" used in transient analysis of
queuing and control systems[53].
The method of batch means has been used to determine convergence time. In each batch,
a number (typically 3-5) runs have been simulated of the queuing system with the dynamic
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rate control for suciently long times to obtain convergence. The error with respect to
the steady state rate for each run is averaged over the batch to obtain an averaged error
curve. The convergence time obtained from this curve is taken as the convergence time
of this batch of runs. A number of batches (typically 15-20) are executed for each setting
in order to obtain the average convergence time along with the con dence intervals. 90%
con dence interval levels are calculated in all cases, and are shown on the graphs. In this
work it is assumed that the service rate can be set to any real value; there is no quantization
e ect due to being limited to a discrete set of rates. In all experiments, the initial service
rate 0 is set to the mean rate 1 of the MMBP in its high state. 1 roughly represents
the peak rate of this source, so this corresponds to a conservative initial allocation. The
values of K0 and K1 have been both set equal to about 1% of 1 in all cases. Note that
K1 determines the nal sensitivity of the rate control and hence must be small. Larger
values of K1 have been found to result in improved convergence times, at the expense of
accuracy in the steady state rate. The value of K0 has not been found to be critical. Since
the scalar is multiplied by the error term log(Pn =Ql ), adjustments in the rate are typically
much greater than 1% of the peak rate. During intervals in which there is no cell loss, the
value of Pn is set to an appropriately small non-zero value rather than zero. This value
has been set equal to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the target loss probability, in the
results reported.
Simulation results on the performance of the algorithm under di erent conditions are
now presented.

4.3.2 Variation of Convergence Time with Initial Update Interval
The rst experiment measured the sensitivity of REQS to the choice of the initial update
interval, U0. The initial update interval was varied over the values .5, 5, 50, 200, and 500
seconds. The resulting convergence time has been plotted in Figure 4.4 for bu er sizes of
20 and 80 cells, and a target CLP of 1e-3. These graphs indicate that convergence time is
relatively unchanged as long as the initial update interval is small enough.
The length of the update interval has a strong e ect on the convergence time. A short
update interval results in more opportunities for the rate to correct itself in a given length
of time. However, since the algorithm is driven by the current loss probability, a smaller
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Figure 4.4: Convergence time with varying initial update interval. Standard source, target

CLP 1e-3.

interval also implies that the measurements of current loss probability may not be statistically signi cant. A large update interval on the other hand, results in better estimates
of the current loss probability but convergence time can increase due to the relative infrequency of making corrections. Clearly, determining a good value for the update interval is
not straight forward and would likely depend on the source characteristics.
Since REQS is driven by the error in the loss probability, the convergence time is closely
related to the inherent relaxation time of the time averaged loss probability of the given
queuing system. The relaxation time of the loss process is quite dicult to predict, and can
be signi cantly greater than the time for the arrival statistics to converge. Nevertheless,
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the robustness of REQS to the choice of the initial update interval.
Figure 4.5 presents the convergence times for the same experiments (B = 80 only), but
measured in terms of the required number of updates. This metric is important because
reallocation of resources may be an expensive operation. A small initial update interval
requires a larger number of rate changes, while a large initial update interval only requires
about 5 updates. Note that the number of updates does not directly scale from the previous
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Convergence time (in terms of number of updates) versus UI (B 80)
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Figure 4.5: Convergence time (in terms of number of updates) with varying initial update
interval. Standard source, target CLP 1e-3, B = 80.

graph, since the doubling of the update interval starts at di erent times for di erent values
of U0 .
There is thus a tradeo between absolute convergence time and required number of
updates. Given an arbitrary source, a smaller U0 should result in less convergence time,
while a larger U0 should result in fewer number of updates. In these experiments, an update
interval of about 50 seconds represents a good compromise of these two factors. The best
\balance point", however, is likely to depend on the exact source characteristics, which are
assumed to be unknown.
Figure 4.6 shows sample paths of the instantaneous rate for four values of U0 (B = 80
only). Although a formal proof of convergence has not been provided, data like this strongly
supports our assertion that the algorithm converges. In fact, REQS has been observed to
converge in every case tested, for all experiments listed here. The total simulated time
is more than ten times the calculated convergence time, which is a strong indication that
the rate has indeed converged. Figure 4.7 expands the initial portion of these graphs to
illustrate the behavior of the method during convergence.
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Figure 4.6: Sample paths of rate for di erent initial update intervals. Standard source,
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Figure 4.8: Sample paths of cumulative CLPs for di erent initial update intervals. Standard source, target CLP 1e-3, B = 80.

Data on the resulting losses incurred during these same experiments was also collected.
Figure 4.8 shows the cumulative loss probabilities (i.e. P0::n) for the above sample paths,2
while Figure 4.9 shows the loss probability in the current update interval (i.e. Pn ).
These gures demonstrate that the cumulative loss probability is accurately controlled,
even though REQS considers only the current loss probability. The accuracy with which
the loss probability is controlled supports our claim of providing QoS guarantees.
Another experiment was conducted, with the same trac source and bu er size, to
determine how close to optimal the proposed algorithm is. In this experiment, the service
rate was xed from the beginning at the rate converged to in the previous experiment. The
purpose was to monitor loss behavior of a queue which was initially allocated exactly the
right service rate to achieve the desired CLP. The cumulative cell loss probability was then
measured for each of 10 di erent runs, and the error in this CLP (percent di erence from
the desired CLP of 1e-3) was calculated. Figure 4.10 plots the error in the CLP for this
\optimal" method. It can be seen that the time taken for the error to drop to less than 10%
2 In the plots shown, the cumulative CLP is reset when the algorithm switched from mode 1 to mode 2
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is on the order of 200 seconds. Note that the convergence time of REQS for the same source
is about 150 seconds with a small enough initial update interval. This is strong evidence
that the convergence time is reasonable, and depends on the inherent relaxation time of the
loss probability of the queue.
No closed form solutions are known for describing the transient measures of a queue with
bursty arrivals such as MMBP sources. In [39], closed form solutions for the distribution
of number of customers in an M=M=1=K system conditioned on the initial number are
p
presented. As a rule of thumb the author suggests a relaxation time of 1=(p , )2
(where  and  are the average arrival and service rates respectively) for the distribution
of the bu er occupancy of such a system. This formula indicates that relaxation time
increases with utilization and decreases with the absolute value of the service rate. In this
experiment, this is con rmed by the increased convergence time with a bu er of 80 cells
versus 20 cells, as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.10. As the bu er size is increased, a lower
service rate can achieve the same average loss speci cation, leading to higher utilization.
Figure 4.10 also indicates that a few dozen seconds should be sucient to approximate
the long-term loss behavior of the queuing system. Thus, there is not much to gain by
choosing U0s much larger than 50-100 seconds, as has been seen in Figure 4.4.

4.3.3 Variation of Convergence Time with Bu er Size
The variation of convergence time with bu er size was studied next to determine sensitivity
of REQS to this parameter. The size of the queuing bu er was varied over 5, 10, 20, 40
and 80 cells. The same source model and CLP speci cation (1e-3) were used as before.
Figure 4.11 shows the results for two di erent values of U0 .
For U0 = 5s, convergence time increases very slowly with increasing bu er size. It
also indicates that convergence times should be reasonable even for very large bu er sizes.
For U0 = 200s, convergence time is longer, and exhibits a surprising behavior for small
bu er sizes. The high convergence time for small bu er size is because the initial rate o
is actually below the nal (converged) rate  , as seen from the sample paths of the rates
in Figure 4.12. For bu er sizes much smaller than the mean burst data length, it is known
(e.g. [25]) that cell scale congestion during a burst is responsible for losses. The average
to negate the e ect of the initial losses. However, this resetting is performed only once.
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Figure 4.13: Convergence times for varying burst lengths. U0 10s, Target CLP 1e-3.
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amount of data in a burst for this source was 10 cells which was twice the bu er size in
this case. Hence, the e ective rate can be greater than 1000 cells/secs. This unfortunate
parameter choice demonstrates, however, that REQS converges to the correct value even
when the initial rate is less than the nal rate. Better convergence times for the case of
small bu ers can be obtained by setting the initial rate to a higher value.

4.3.4 Variation of Convergence Time with Burst Length
Another experiment investigated the sensitivity of the algorithm to changes in the characteristics of the trac source. The burstiness of the source was varied, while keeping the
same peak and mean rates. This was accomplished by varying 0 and 1 (the mean lengths
of the two states), but keeping the ratio of the two constant.
The variation in convergence time with the burst length (duration of S 1 ) is shown in
Figure 4.13. Again, non-monotonic behavior is seen. Two opposing trends result in this nonmonotonic behavior. As burst lengths increases, source burstiness increases (the squared
coecient of variation of the inter-arrival times increases for instance [16]). The relaxation
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time of the loss probability can be expected to increase with source burstiness since the loss
process will also become more bursty. Such an observation was also made by Wang et al
[53] in their study of transient analysis of queues with bursty trac. As source burstiness
increases, queue service rates must increase (meaning lower utilization) to achieve a given
loss rate. Lower utilization levels tend to reduce the inherent relaxation times, as described
in section 4.3.2, and hence the convergence time of REQS. For very small burst lengths,
the e ect of increase in burstiness is dominant, while for larger bursts, the e ect of reduced
utilization is dominant. This results in the non-monotonic behavior seen. Analogous nonmonotonic behavior was also seen in [53], where the maximum transient overshoot rst
increased, then decreased as the burstiness of the arrival process was increased.

4.3.5 Variation of Convergence Time with Peak-to-Mean Ratio
In this experiment, the peak-to-mean ratio of the source was varied to see how this a ects
convergence. This variation was accomplished by varying 0 (the mean duration of the low
state), while keeping the rates in the two states as well as the mean duration of the high
state xed. The mean duration of the low state was varied over .01, .02, .04, .08 and .16
seconds. Here, U0 was set to 10 seconds and the bu er size was 20 cells.
The variation of the convergence time is shown in Figure 4.14. The burstiness of the
source increases with the peak-to-mean ratio. The nal (converged) rates were found to decrease monotonically as peak to mean ratio was increased, so that utilizations increased with
the peak-to-mean ratio. Hence both trends are now in the same direction, and convergence
times increase monotonically with the peak-to-mean ratio.

4.3.6 Variation of Convergence Time with CLP Requirement
The sensitivity of REQS to the QoS speci cation, (in this case the target CLP) was also
investigated. The target CLP was varied over 5 orders of magnitude (1e-1 through 1e-5),
with a U0 of 10 seconds and B = 20. The results are shown in Figure 4.15. Convergence
time increases with lower loss requirement, since the algorithm must estimate the CLP with
rarer events.
The sharp rise in convergence time for lower loss probabilities indicates convergence
may be slow for very low loss requirements, such as 1e-8 or 1e-9. As discussed elsewhere
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(e.g. [42]), a steady state loss probability for very low probability events makes sense only
over very long time scales. A user who speci es a very low CLP must understand this
limitation. It is possible the convergence time can be reduced using techniques developed
for fast simulation of rare events[52].

4.3.7 Convergence Times at Video Rates
An approximate 2 state MMBP model of a compressed video source was constructed and
used as a trac source for this experiment. This was done to get some idea of the performance and robustness of REQS at typical video rates.
The source was modeled as a 2 state MMBP with high rate of 28000 cells/sec and
low rate 5000 cells/sec. Average On and O times were set to 30 msec and 60 msec, to
approximately model an IBBPBBI-type MPEG-compressed video. The rates in the two
states are based on gures for the average amount of data in I and P frames and in B
frames, respectively, as presented in [29]. The bu er was set to 1000 cells in order to be
larger than the average burst length of 840 cells. The target CLP was set to 1e-4.
Figure 4.16 shows the behavior for this source as a function of varying initial update
interval. Qualitatively the behavior is similar to that in Figure 4.4. Conclusions about the
algorithm also seem to hold true for this more realistic trac source. The convergence times
(about 300 seconds) of REQS appear to be reasonable, since a video session is expected to
last up to several hours.

4.3.8 Resource Allocation Algorithms for Other/Multiple QoS Measures
As mentioned in the beginning, the basic technique developed here can be used to determine
optimal allocations for other kinds of resources and other forms of QoS speci cations. In this
experiment, REQS is used to determine the minimum resources to achieve a di erent type
of quality of service. In this experiment, a bound of 25 msecs was set on the queuing delay,
and it was required that no more than 1% of cells experience a queuing delay in excess
of this bound. Such a QoS requirement may be speci ed for an interactive multimedia
session in which bounding the fraction of excessively delayed cells is important. Instead
of measuring the loss probability, the algorithm now measured the fraction of cells which
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Figure 4.16: Convergence times for varying U0. MMBP model at video rates, target CLP
1e-4, B = 1000.

experienced a queuing delay in excess of the given bound. This measurement was used to
modify the allocated service rate.
The standard source for the earlier experiments was used, with a bu er size of 100 and
an initial update interval of 10 seconds. One sample path of the instantaneous rate and
current percentage of cells which experience queuing delay greater than 25 msecs is shown
in Figure 4.17. Clearly, REQS can also be used to control a QoS speci cation de ned in
this manner.
Theorem 2 proved that the bu er size also monotonically controls cell loss. Clearly
dynamic control of bu er size using the same technique can be used to obtain the \e ective
bu er" size needed to support a speci ed cell loss constraint. This illustrates that REQS
can be used for determining \e ective resource" requirements for di erent resource types
and QoS de nitions.
For the case where multiple QoS metrics are speci ed, REQS can be modi ed to obtain
the minimum bandwidth at which all speci ed QoS measures can be met. This can be done
by simultaneously tracking all the QoS measures of interest and setting the rate to be the
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Figure 4.17: Example of use of REQS for a di erent QoS measure (percentile of queuing

delay). Need fraction of cells with queuing delay greater than 25msecs no more than 1%.
Standard source, B = 100, U0 20 seconds.
maximum of that required to meet each of the measures independently. If the service rate
monotonically controls all the measures, the rate will converge to the value corresponding
to the most severe QoS requirement.
This concludes the experimental validation of the proposed algorithm. The next section
compares REQS with other methods of bandwidth allocation.

4.4 Comparison with Other Approaches
4.4.1 Comparison of Steady State Performance with Equivalent Capacity
Formulas
The equivalent capacity formula [17] is a widely-cited method for estimating the bandwidth
needed to achieve speci ed loss, for certain types of trac sources (markov-modulated
uids). The steady state service rate converged to by REQS is now compared with the rate
calculated from the \equivalent capacity" formulas.
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Figure 4.18: Percentage excess bandwidth predicted by Equivalent capacity formula. Standard source, deterministic distribution of state durations, target CLP 1e-3, U0 = 20s.

The same standard source as in the earlier experiments is used, but with deterministically distributed durations of S0 and S1 (the two states of the bursty source). This
experiment uses deterministic distributions for the state durations to illustrate one problem
for the equivalent capacity formulations (which were derived for exponentially distributed
state durations) which does not a ect REQS.
The queuing system of Figure 4.1, with REQS as the method of resource allocation, was
simulated to nd the steady state rate. The equivalent capacity for this same trac source
was calculated using the method of [17], for a target loss rate of 1e-3. These two service
rates were then compared. Figure 4.18 shows how much more bandwidth was required by
the equivalent bandwidth formula, than predicted by REQS (for the same loss rate). This
comparison has been performed for several bu er sizes.
The bandwidth savings is always non-negligible. For small bu er sizes, the equivalent
capacity formulation overallocates the bandwidth by as much as 75%. Guerin et al. [25]
have described a number of situations in which the equivalent capacity formula is either
overly optimistic or overly pessimistic. REQS, in contrast, always converges to the minimal
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rate to achieve a speci ed loss probability, for a wide range of trac characteristics.
The equivalent capacity formulas ignore the potential for bandwidth reduction due to
statistical multiplexing [25]. As a result, they result in overallocation of resources when
applied to an aggregation of sources. REQS, on the other hand, can be used to allocate
resources for a set of multiplexed sources, to yield an aggregate QoS for the multiplexed
sources. In this case, the minimum total rate will be found which satis es the speci ed
aggregate QoS for the multiplexed sources3
Besides the bandwidth savings, an important advantage of REQS is that it can be applied for bandwidth allocation with di erent forms of QoS de nitions as has been demonstrated earlier, while equivalent capacity formulas are known only for an average loss probability type of speci cation.

4.4.2 Comparison of the Dynamic Behavior with Alternative Approaches
Some alternate approaches have been tested for their dynamic performance, i.e., how fast
do they converge relative to REQS. One alternative is to use a xed value for the scalar
Kn, rather than adapting it over time as described above. This alternative has been found
to perform reasonably well when the initial update interval was small, but requires more
time to converge when the initial update interval is large. With a large U0, the algorithm
must achieve convergence during mode 1 of operation; however, the constant scalar version
of the algorithm performs poorly in mode 1.
A second alternative substitutes measurements of the cumulative loss probability, rather
than the current loss probability, in the basic iteration of Equation 4.1. Other dynamic
algorithms based on feedback (for example, [31]) have also used the error in the cumulative
performance measure to adjust the resource allocation. This alternative was investigated
experimentally. It was found that while the CLP converged very well to the desired value,
the control parameter (in our case, the service rate) did not always converge to a steady
state value. The reason is that over time the cumulative loss probability becomes less and
less sensitive to changes in the instantaneous service rate. As a result, large changes in
the service rate are needed to adjust the cumulative CLP. Figure 4.19 shows one pair of
3 In this case, the QoS of individual sources may be more or less than the speci ed aggregate QoS. The

user gives up some precision in specifying the desired QoS, in return for lower network overhead, and a
reduction in the required resources.
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Figure 4.19: Problems with approachs based directly on error in cumulative QoS measures. Performance measure (CLP) converges but control (rate) exhibits strong oscillations.
Standard source, target CLP 1e-3, U0 10s, B = 20.

sample paths of the rate and cumulative loss probability, using this alternative. While
the CLP appears to converge, the service rate oscillates, and in fact the magnitude of
the oscillations increases. In [31] the control parameter (the scheduling priority) was not
required to converge to a steady state value, so this was not a problem. Our experimental
results indicate this approach will have diculty converging both the QoS measure and the
controlled resource. In contrast, REQS is able to control the cumulative loss very well,
by measuring and using only the current loss probability. At the same time, the resource
allocation converges to a steady state value in every case that was simulated.
A third alternative to REQS is to keep the update interval a constant length, rather than
lengthening it as described. In experiments, this alternative also exhibited a tendency to
oscillate. The reason is that the loss probability over any nite interval will never converge.
An algorithm (such as REQS) which tracks the loss probability over the current update
interval must necessarily lengthen the update intervals over time to ensure convergence.
Hsu and Walrand [27] have proposed an iterative algorithm which has many similarities
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to our own. Some di erences are that Hsu's algorithm uses a xed update interval, and
multiplies the error in the measured CLP by a factor of 1=n, where n represents the index
of the update. Hsu was able to prove this algorithm would converge to the desired CLP,
under certain assumptions. The speed of convergence was not a primary issue in this work.
For an arbitrary trac source, the multiplier 1=n may decrease too quickly. Before the
actual QoS converges to the target QoS, the rate adjustment can become too small to make
sucient further progress. This happens if the update interval is chosen too small, resulting
in an excessive number of updates. Through simulation, it has been found that convergence
times vary signi cantly with the choice of update interval. No technique for selecting a
good update interval was suggested in [27]. In contrast, the method of adjusting the update
interval (during mode 2) proposed in this chapter ensures convergence, independent of the
source characteristics.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented an algorithm for determining the minimum resource requirements needed to guarantee a speci ed Quality of Service measure. This algorithm is called
REQS, which stands for Resource-Ecient Quality of Service. The performance analysis
focused on bandwidth as the resource of interest, and average cell loss probability as the
QoS measure of interest. It has been also shown that other combinations of QoS measure
and adjustable resource can be similarly controlled and optimized.
REQS determines the minimum steady state service rate which will satisfy the speci ed
cell loss probability, for a given source. The main advantage of this approach is that
essentially no trac characterization of the source is required. This is important, considering
the complexity of modeling and predicting source behavior. In addition, it eliminates the
need to approximate (often very crudely) the resources needed to satisfy a QoS requirement.
The proposed algorithm determined the minimum bandwidth necessary to satisfy a speci ed
average cell loss probability, under a variety of di erent conditions. REQS converged quickly
to the true \e ective" rate in every case. REQS is simple to implement: only cell arrivals
and losses need to be counted, and the rate adjustment calculation is very simple. In
addition, the number of resource allocations required for convergence appeared to be very
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reasonable (less than 10 for most cases tested).
Simulation showed that the convergence time of this algorithm increases as the burstiness
of the source is increased, as the utilization level is increased, and as the loss constraint is
made more stringent. Convergence time also increases with the size of the queuing bu er,
though the rate of increase is fairly slow. The key advantage of REQS is that it is robust; it
converged to the correct rate for every one of a wide range of conditions, and with almost
no knowledge of the characteristics of the source.
We note that some engineering modi cations may be needed in order to implement such
a technique in practice. As an example, if the allocation level to a user or group of users is
decreased during the transient phase of the algorithm, it may not consequently be possible
to increase it if desired.
An engineering solution which takes care of this problem is to retain the initial conservative allocation during the transient and instead, perform the dynamic rate calculation on
a \virtual server" with variable rate. Using a second bu er of equal size as the original
and a \copy" of the actual arrival process, the dynamic rate calculation is essentially made
in the background. None of the cells actually generated by the source are lost during the
initial transient since these receive peak bandwidth.
When the rate of the virtual bu er converges to a steady state value, the rate of the
actual server can be reduced to the converged value of the virtual server in one re-allocation.
In this way, the rate is set to the optimal value in only one re-allocation step.
The work reported in this chapter has shown that a simple dynamic technique based on
measurements of actual quality of service can result in accurate control of the QoS, while
using network resources eciently. This technique can be used for a wide variety of trac
sources and QoS speci cations. The algorithm can be directly applied to the control of
VP bandwidths in the architecture proposed in chapter 3. As discussed earlier however, it
is applicable for determining the optimal resource allocation level for resources other than
bandwidth and QoS de nitions other than average cell loss probability.

Chapter 5

Conclusions
This thesis has presented methods for improving network resource eciency while providing guarantees on Quality-of-Service to users. This is important for the ecient use of
network resources in packet/cell switched networks such as ATM, designed to support multimedia trac. Three related sub-problems have been addressed. The emphasis in all three
problems has been to increase the utilization of network resources as much as possible,
while continuing to provide strong guarantees on end-to-end QoS parameters. A number of
important conclusions have resulted from these investigations.
The rst problem is whether existing routing algorithms will work well for real-time
trac. It has been found that call acceptance rates into a network are improved if the
routing function is designed to incorporate the constraints of the admission control function. An integrated routing and admission control function results in higher call acceptance
than an approach in which routing and admission control operate independently of each
other. It has been demonstrated that a new algorithm (the SC algorithm), which addresses
the constraints of the admission control function, achieved the best call acceptance rates
as compared to other algorithms studied. The bene ts of the SC algorithm are greatest
under conditions in which the QoS requirements are dicult to meet, the network is highly
connected, and when admission control constraints are stringent (as in the presence of
heterogeneous classes of trac).
This has been the rst joint study of routing and admission control algorithms for realtime multimedia trac. The routing algorithms have been tested with three di erent call
admission control schemes which have been proposed in literature for providing end-to-end
101
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QoS guarantees. From comparisons of the admission control algorithms, it has been found
that the choice of an appropriate CAC algorithm can have a greater impact on overall
call acceptance than the choice of the routing algorithm. A deadline based ow control
and admission policy (EDD) has been found to result in the best performance when QoS
requirements on delay are tight, but is found to su er in the presence of heterogeneous trac
classes. Finally, the use of a simple technique for improving the link utilizations achieved
by these admission control policies has been introduced, which uses trac shaping. By
employing trac shapers at the input of the network, utilizations were shown to improve
while still providing strong end-to-end guarantees on maximum end-to-end delay and loss
probability.
The second problem is at what level to reserve resources for guaranteed QoS. The main
result of the second set of investigations is a design for a network architecture. This architecture deterministically reserves bandwidth for groups of channels traversing the same set
of physical links (i.e. at the Virtual Path level in ATM networks), rather than for individual
channels. This scheme exploits both trac shaping and statistical multiplexing techniques
to increase the utilization. Experimentally, utilizations of 70 to 80% are achievable using
this technique. Using a queuing model of a VP, the advantages of letting all the end-to-end
cell loss occur at the rst physical link traversed by a VP have been formally proved. This
approach has been shown to result in optimal bandwidth requirements at each link for a VP
when the per-link bu er assignments are also controllable. A simple scheduling mechanism
(the Weighted Round Robin or WRR server) which implements the proposed scheme has
been suggested and examined. The complexity of implementation of the proposed scheme
is equivalent to using cell spacers which are already in use in ATM networks. Bu er sharing techniques for improving performance without compromising on the ability to provide
end-to-end QoS guarantees have been outlined.
The third problem is how to allocate network resources optimally with minimal user
input. An algorithm has been developed for dynamically determining the minimum resources required to guarantee a speci ed quality of service for any given source. The main
advantage of this method is that very little input trac characterization is needed. This
algorithm can be used whenever the resource being controlled monotonically controls the
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QoS measures of interest. The algorithm has been tested to determine the minimum bandwidth needed to meet a speci ed bound on average cell loss probability. The algorithm
utilizes measurements of current QoS levels to update the resource allocation. Extensive
simulations have shown that the algorithm is extremely robust and results in the optimal
bandwidth allocation in every case. Both the dynamic and steady state behavior of the
algorithm have been tested. The performance of the algorithm has been analyzed under
variations in the measurement frequency, source burstiness and desired QoS requirement.
The superiority of this approach over approaches based on popular \equivalent capacity"
formulas has been demonstrated. The use of this technique for determining the optimal
resource requirement to satisfy QoS measures other than cell loss probability has also been
demonstrated. This technique can be applied to control the bandwidth allocation to VPs
in the architecture proposed in chapter 3, or for the control of any rate-allocating server.

5.1 Future Research
In the course of the investigations reported in this thesis, a number of interesting avenues
have been uncovered which merit further research.
 Routing algorithms have been studied in the context of admission control schemes
which are based on peak bandwidth allocation. The joint study of routing and
CAC functions which allow for statistical multiplexing must consequently also
be studied. The current study has concentrated on the interaction between the
routing and admission control functions. Distributed implementation techniques
for the real-time routing algorithms studied need to be investigated.
 In the architecture developed in this thesis, each VC using a VP is guaranteed
the worst case QoS of all VCs using the VP. Further improvement in performance
can be expected if QoS guarantees can be provided on a per-VC basis. The use
of priority scheduling techniques between di erent VCs within a VP must be
investigated to achieve such per-VC guarantees. Algorithms for optimal design
of the con guration of VPs within a network and their resource allocation levels
must also be developed.

Chapter 5. Conclusions

 The performance of the dynamic resource allocation algorithm developed in this

thesis must be studied in the presence of non-stationary source models and
with traces from actual sources. Optimizing the performance of the algorithm,
particularly for very stringent QoS constraints (such as loss probabilities of 1e-5
or lower) is an important topic for further work. The use of similar techniques
for optimizing the allocation of other types of resources such as bu er space and
the simultaneous control of multiple resources in a network in order to optimally
satisfy end-to-end QoS requirements are also important issues for further work.
A formal proof must be developed to establish the convergence of the algorithm
in all cases.
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Appendix A

Monotonicity of Cell Loss with Service Rate
The rst part of Theorem 1 is proved here. We show that for an arbitrarily xed sequence of
arrivals all of the same length to a nite capacity queue, the total number of losses increases
monotonically as the service rate of the queue is increased.
To prove the above statement, two queues Q1 and Q2 will be compared, each with a
bu er of size B and service rates 1 and 2 respectively (1 < 2 ). It will be shown that
for any arbitrarily speci ed sequence of cell arrivals, the total number of losses due to bu er
over ow at Q1 can not be less than at Q2.
The length of each cell represents the amount of work needed to service (transmit) this
cell. Let this xed amount of work be l. The total amount of remaining work at a queue at
some instant is the sum of the lengths of waiting cells and the length of the untransmitted
portion of the cell in service at that instant.
The following notation is used.
ti : The arrival instant of the ith cell in the sequence.
ai : The inter-arrival time between cell i and cell i + 1.
Wjt : The total remaining work at queue j , (j = 1; 2) at time t.
Qtj : The length of queue j , (j = 1; 2), at instant t.
Wjti is hence, the total remaining work at queue j seen by cell i upon arrival (not
including the work corresponding to the ith cell itself ) and Qtji is the number of cells in
queue j seen by cell i upon arrival (not including itself).
The total number of losses at each queue will be examined over time, starting with
empty queues at t = 0. Whenever an arriving cell is lost at one queue but not at the other,
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the di erence in the total losses seen so far at the two queues changes. Such a cell loss will
be denoted as a unique cell loss (or UCL). It is shown that the total number of UCLs at
Q1 is at least as much as the number at Q2 for any sequence of arrivals, thereby proving
the result. This will be shown as follows. First it is shown that starting with empty queues
at t = 0, Q1 is the rst queue to see a UCL. Next it is shown that whenever a UCL at Q2
does occur, the following UCL must be at Q1 . In contrast after a UCL at Q1 the next UCL
may still be at Q1 . Hence, starting with empty queues at t = 0, at no time will the number
of UCLs at Q1 be less than that at Q2. Thus the total number of losses at Q1 can not be
less than at Q2 .
First a basic result is proven, which shows that if at any arrival instant the remaining
work at Q2 is observed to be no more than that at Q1, then the next UCL to occur will be
at Q1 . First consider a sequence of arrivals which are not lost at either queue. Lindley's
recursion for queue evolution [54] can be re-written here as

Wjti+1 = [Wjti + l , aij l]

i = 2; : : :n
j = 1; 2
[X ] = max(0; X )

(A.1)

Let, at the arrival instant of some cell i, the remaining work at Q1 be at least as much
as that at Q2 (i.e. W1ti  W2ti ). Since, 1 < 2 , from the above relation (Eqn A.1) we get
W1ti+1  W2ti+1 . The very rst cell arrival sees no outstanding work at either queue. Hence
W1t1  W2t1 is trivially true. Consequently, by induction, W1ti  W2ti for all i as long as no
cells are lost. Hence, if at some arrival instant, the remaining work is less at Q2 , then the
remaining work at Q2 continues to be less than at Q1 for future arrivals as long as no cells
are lost. Since Qtji = d(Wjti =l)e; j = 1; 2, we also have Qt1i  Qt2i for all cells i as long as
no cells are lost. This means that starting from any time when the remaining work at the
faster queue is no more than at the slower queue, the queue length seen by an arriving cell
at the slower queue (Q1 ) will always be at least as much as that at the faster queue (Q2) as
long as there are no losses. Hence, an arriving cell which sees a full bu er at Q2 must also
see a full bu er at Q1 (but not necessarily vice versa). Hence, after any instant at which
the remaining work at Q1 is at least as much as that at Q2, the rst UCL to occur must
be at Q1 .
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A consequence of this basic result is that starting with both queues empty, the rst UCL
must occur at Q1 (the slower queue) (since W1t1  W2t1 is trivially true).
We are interested in UCLs at Q2 since this is the only way that the total number of
losses at Q2 can exceed that at Q1. We now show that if at all a UCL occurs at Q2 , the
next successive UCL must be at Q1 .
If the rst UCL ( at Q1 ) occurs at time t, and at time t+ the queue length at Q2 is less
than that at Q1 (i.e. Qt2+  Qt1+ , 1), then the remaining work at queue Q2 at time t+ will
also be less than at Q1 . (This is because W2t+  l  Qt2+ while W1 > l  (Qt1+ , 1). In this
case, from the above result, the next UCL will again be at Q1 .
Hence, the only way a UCL at Q1 can cause a UCL at Q2 later, is if at t+ , both queues
have B cells. At t+ , the remaining work at Q2 can exceed that at Q1 by at most the length
of one cell i.e. l, (depending on the di erence in the amount of service so far received by
the cells in service at Q1 and Q2 ). Since Q2 has a lower service time, at most one cell
can be transmitted by Q1 before a cell leaves Q2 . In other words, at most one cell can be
accepted at Q1 , while Q2 is still full, resulting in a UCL at Q2 . After this UCL however, the
next departure from either queue must be from Q2 (since the service rate of Q2 is higher,
we cannot see two successive departures from Q1 before a departure from Q2). After this
departure from Q2, the queue length at Q2 will become strictly less than that at Q1 (which
will be full). If Qt2 < Qt1, we must have W2t < W1t . Hence, the remaining work at Q2 will
again be less than at Q1 . (A consequence of the relation Qtj = dWjt =le). Since the remaining
work decreases faster for the faster queue, even at the arrival instant of the next cell, the
remaining work at Q2 will be less than that at Q1. From the above arguments hence, after
a UCL at Q2 , the next UCL will again be at Q1 .
The above arguments have shown that starting with empty queues, the rst UCL to
occur will be at Q1. Further, after any UCL at Q2, the next UCL must be at Q1 . By
induction over time hence, the total number of UCLs at Q1 is never less than the number
at Q2 . Hence, the total number of losses must also be greater at Q1, the \slower" queue. 2

Appendix B

Monotonicity of Cell Loss with Bu er Size
The rst part of Theorem 2 is proved here. It is proved that the total number of losses
experienced by an arbitrarily xed sequence of arrivals of cells of equal length to a nite
capacity queue increases monotonically as the bu er size of the queue is decreased.
To prove the above statement, two queues Q1 and Q2 shall be compared, each with the
same service rate () and bu er sizes B 1 and B 2 respectively (B 1 < B 2 ). It will be shown
that for any arbitrarily speci ed sequence of cell arrivals, the total number of losses due to
bu er over ow at Q1 can not be less than at Q2. The bu er size of a queue refers to the
total amount of bu ering which is the sum of the queuing bu er space and the unit bu er
required for the cell in service.
The same (arbitrarily speci ed) arrival process is input simultaneously to both queues.
It is shown that at any instant, starting with both queues empty, the total number of losses
at Q1 is at least as much as that at Q2 . First the result is proved for B 2 = B 1 + 1. Using
simple induction, this result will then be shown to hold for any B 2 > B 1 .
Let l be the amount of work needed to service a single cell (the length of a cell is
representative of the work per cell). Denote Wjt be the total amount of remaining work in
queue j at time t, which is de ned as the sum of work corresponding to each waiting cell
and the un nished work corresponding to the cell in service. Hence the number of cells in
queue j at any time t, is dWjt =le.
Let B 2 = B 1 + 1. Starting with empty queues, the given arrival sequence is fed to both
queues. As long as there are no more than B1 cells in each queue, both queues behave
identically since the service rate and initial conditions are the same. Hence the rst cell to
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be lost (say cell number i) must be at Q1 at which time both queues have B 1 cells but only
Q1 is full since Q2 has an extra bu er slot. Hence cell i gets accepted at Q2. Now, tag this
cell as being \extra". Consequently, from t = 0 up to the rst cell loss, the number of cells
lost at Q2 is never more than at Q1 .
Acceptance of this \extra" cell increases the amount of un nished work at Q2 by l
relative to the un nished work at Q1. A di erence in un nished work of l implies a di erence
in the number of cells of 1. However, since an extra bu er slot is anyway available in Q2,
the number of empty slots available for newly arriving cells is never more in Q1 . As a result,
a cell is accepted at Q1 only if it is also accepted at Q2. Hence, as long as both queues do
not become empty again, the di erence in the un nished work can not increase due to Q2
taking on excess work relative to Q1 . Further, since the two servers operate at the same
rate, the un nished work decreases at the same rate in both queues. Hence the di erence
in the un nished work can not increase even because of departures.
Hence as long as both queues do not become empty again, the un nished work at Q2
can not exceed that at Q1 by more than l. Hence, the number of cells in Q2 can not exceed
that in Q1 by more than one. Since an extra bu er slot is available to Q2 , a cell can be
lost at Q2 only if it is also lost at Q1 . Hence Q1 can not experience fewer losses than Q2.
When both queues become empty, similar to earlier arguments, Q1 is the rst to experience
a loss. Hence at all times, the total number of losses at Q1 can not be less than at Q2 . This
proves the result for B 2 = B 1 + 1.
Using the same arguments, the number of losses in a system with B 1 + 2 cells can not
be more than that at one with B 1 + 1 cells, and hence not more than one with B 1 cells.
By transitivity of the `' relation, this result is valid for any di erence in the bu er sizes.
Thus, if bu er size of a queue is decreased by any amount, the total number of losses for
any given (arbitrary) arrival sequence can only increase.
2

Appendix C

Optimality of MGF policy in the Variable Bu er
Allocation Case
Theorem 4 is proved here. The theorem is restated rst for convenience.
\Given the total amount of end-to-end waiting bu er space W and the service rate at the
last hop H (C H ), an MGF type con guration with B 1 = W + 1, B 2 = B 3 =    = B H = 1
and C 1 = C 2 =    = C H results in the minimal total number of losses for any arbitrarily
given sample path of arrivals as compared to any other con guration of rates and bu er
sizes under the same constraints".
First, this is proved for the case of H = 2 in the following lemma. Theorem 4 is then
proved using this lemma.

Lemma 1 Given a two hop queuing network, the total waiting bu er space W and the

service rate at the second hop (C 2), an MGF con guration with equal service rates and
all waiting bu er at hop 1 results in minimal losses for any arbitrarily given sequence of
arrivals of constant length as compared to any other con guration of rates and bu er sizes
under the same constraints.

Proof: As explained in section 3.4, the values of the propagation delays do not a ect
the total number of losses. Hence without loss of generality, all propagation delays are
considered to be zero.
Two queuing networks will be compared with the same service rate at hop 2 and total
waiting bu er space. Network N1 consists of queues Q1;1 and Q1;2 with bu er sizes (including the unit bu er for the cell in service) of B 1;1 and B 1;2 and service rates C 1;1 and C 1;2
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respectively. The total waiting bu er space in the network is W , so that B 1;1 + B 1;2 = W +2.
Network N2 consists of a single queue Q2;1 with bu er size (including the cell in service) of
B 2;1 = W + 1 and service rate C 2;1 = C 1;2. The service rates are assumed to be expressed
in units of cells served in unit time since each cell requires the same amount of service. Network N2 may be seen as the rst queue in an MGF con guration with the same constraints
as N1. Since no loss occurs at downstream queues in an MGF con guration, only the rst
queue needs to be analyzed for determining the total end-to-end losses. The downstream
queue in the MGF con guration is not considered in the analysis (and is hence shown in
the gure with dotted lines). It will be shown that if an arbitrary arrival sequence is input
to both networks, the total number of losses in N2 will not exceed those in N1 for any such
con guration N1 and any such arrival sequence.
Let the W +2 available bu er slots in N1 be numbered 1; 2;   W +2 with slot 1 denoting
the slot for the cell in service in Q1;2 and slot W + 2 denoting the slot farthest from the
server in Q1;1. Let the W + 1 available bu er slots in N2 be numbered 1; 2;    W + 1 with
slot 1 denoting the slot for the cell in service at Q2;1 and slot W + 1 denoting the slot at
the tail of Q2;1. The two networks are illustrated in Figure C.1.
The same sample path of arrivals is fed simultaneously to both networks as shown. A
cell arriving to N1 is rst served at Q1;1 and then at Q1;2 even if there are no other cells
in the network. In contrast, a cell arriving at N2 instantaneously moves to the bu er slot
with the lowest possible index i.e. closest to server of Q2;1.
Consider the following \renaming" strategy for cells in N2. Whenever some cell (say
the ith in the arrival sequence) is dropped in N1 due to over ow at Q1;2, if cell i is present
in N2 , rename cell i as i + 1, cell i + 1 as cell i + 2 and so on. Finally, rename the cell to
arrive last to N2 as \extra". This renaming essentially emulates the loss of cell i even in
network N2 and all the additional cells in N2 are tagged \extra" (these denote \extra" cells
which are lost in N1 but not in N2). Such a renaming does not change the total number of
losses but only the identities of lost cells. This renaming is also carried out at each arrival
instant, in such a way that any cells tagged \extra" always occupy the bu er slots farthest
from the server at Q2;1. Hence it can be assumed that any \extra" cells are transparent to
arrivals at N2. If an arriving cell nds Q2;1 full, it can push out (again by renaming) any
cells tagged \extra" (it will thus be assumed that the \extra" cells were lost, not the new
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Figure C.1: The two networks being compared for proof of optimality of the MGF policy
arrivals).
Using this renaming strategy, any cell i always reaches server Q2;1 in N1 before it reaches
Q1;2 in N2. This is because queues Q1;2 and Q2;1 operate at the same rate so cells cannot
leave Q1;2 earlier than Q2;1. Additionally, in N1, cells have to be served at Q1;1 before
reaching Q1;2 while in N2 cells instantaneously move to the farthest downstream position
possible. The nal way in which a cell can get ahead in N1 as compared to N2 is if some
cells ahead of it get dropped due to over ow causing it to move ahead. This is taken care
of by the renaming procedure, which emulates the same losses even in N2.
Further, each such cell i will start service at Q2;1 at least 1=C 1;1 units of time after it
starts service at Q2;1. This can be shown by induction. The very rst cell experiences a
delay of 1=C 1;1 before starting service at Q1;2, while it is immediately served upon arrival
at Q2;1. Hence the above statement is true for the rst cell. Further, let this be true for
cell i (i.e. cell i starts getting served at Q1;2 at least 1=C 1;1 time units after it starts at
Q2;1). As a consequence, the completion time of cell i in Q1;2 also occurs at least 1=C 1;1
time units after the completion at Q2;1. Also, cell i + 1 will reach the server in Q2;1 no later
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than in Q1;2. Hence, the result must be valid even for cell i + 1. By induction, every cell
starts service at Q1;2 at least 1=C 1;1 time units after it starts service at Q2;1.
The above result is now used to prove the main result. Consider rst, sample paths
such that all W + 2 available bu er slots in N1 are never simultaneously occupied. It
is rst shown that in such a case, the number of losses in N2 is never more than in N1.
This is because N2 may be seen as being made up of two queues in tandem, with the
downstream server identical to Q2;1 and the upstream server to be an in nite rate server
with blocking with a total waiting bu er space of W , 1 (using standard terminology from
queuing systems literature [54]) An in nite rate server upstream with blocking makes the
best use of end-to-end bu er space since cells are transmitted instantaneously downstream
as long as the downstream bu er has any free slots, but no cells are transmitted when the
downstream bu er is full since any transmitted cells will be lost anyway. Hence for such
arrival sequences, the total number of losses in N2 is no more than in N1.
The advantage that N1 has over N2 is that one additional bu er slot is available in the
end-to-end path, which may be used to save an additional cell which is lost at N2 . It is
now shown that whenever a cell is saved at N1 due to this extra bu er slot which is lost at
N2, another cell must get lost at N1 which is not lost at N2 thereby nullifying this gain. In
other words, network N1 is never able to take advantage of this extra bu er slot.
Let at some instant, there be W + 2 cells in N1 occupying all W + 2 slots available in
the end-to-end path. Let the rst W + 1 cells occupy the available bu er slots in N2 and
the last cell be dropped due to over ow of Q2;1. This cell was saved at N1 due to the extra
bu er slot available. At the instant of the loss in N2 , if the index of the cell in service at
Q1;2 is i, then that of the cell in service at Q2;1 must also be i. (From the above arguments,
the index of cell in service at Q2;1 can not be less than i while if it was greater than i, then
there would be less than W + 1 cells in N2 and this cell loss would not have occurred).
Hence the remaining service time of cell i at Q1;2 must be strictly greater than 1=C 1;1 as
per the earlier result. Since the service time of the cell at Q1;1 is 1=C 1;1, the cell in service
at Q1;1 will arrive at Q1;2 before any cell leaves Q1;2 and will be lost due to over ow. This
cell is not lost at N2 since it has already been accepted at Q2;1 .
To summarize, whenever an extra cell is saved at N1 to the extra bu er slot in its endto-end path, another cell will be lost which compensates this saving. N1 is never able to
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exploit its W + 2 available bu ers and N2 makes the best possible use of its W + 1 bu ers.
Hence, for any arrival sequence, the number of losses in N1 will be at least as much as that
at N2.
2
Theorem 4 is now proved for any length (H ) of the path using the above lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4: For some value of H > 2, let if possible, some con guration of rates
and bu er sizes (other than the MGF con guration) which satis es the given constraints
(on total waiting bu er space and rate at the last hop), achieve the minimum number of
losses for all arrival sequences. Now consider the last two hops of this con guration. From
Lemma 1, by setting the rate at hop H , 1 to equal that at hop H and moving all the
waiting bu er over these two hops to hop H , 1, the number of losses at the last two hops
can only decrease. Further the losses at upstream nodes will be una ected since the network
is unchanged up to the last two hops. Hence the total number of losses in the network can
only decrease.
Starting from the given supposedly optimal con guration, we now have another con guration with no greater total number of losses. Now, repeat this process at hops H , 2 and
H , 1, making the rate at H , 2 equal to that at H , 1 (and hence the same as that at hop
H ) and moving all waiting bu er space to hop H , 2). Again this can only decrease the
total number of losses. This process can be repeated until the entire network is transformed
into an MGF type con guration without increasing the number of losses, thereby proving
the optimality of the MGF policy for all values of H .
2

